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1.

B A C K G R O U N D TO T H E 1 9 8 2 REVIEW

As a result of the reduced demand for electricity during the last few years, the rate of ordering of
nuclear stations during the 1 980s is now expected to be lower than previously forecast, and this leads
to at least some slowing down of the plans for commercial fast reactors. Total generation of electricity
in Britain in the year ending March 1981 was 244 x 10* KWh compared with 253 x 1 0 ' kWh for the
year ending March 1980. The proportion of electricity generated by nuclear stations was 13-7% in
8 0 / 8 1 . slightly more than the 13-2% recorded for 79/80. After about 2 years of declining energy
use there is some evidence that demand may now be levelling oft. For instance, both the total energy
consumption and the electricity supplied for the 3 months September-November 1931 were each
only about 1% less than for the same 3 months in 1980 (provisional Department of Energy data).
The proportion of electricity generated by nuclear stations should increase to nearly 20?o during
1 982/83 as the AGR stations at Dungeness. Hartlepool and Heysham come into operation, with their
combined output of 3 7 1 5 MWe. Although none had achieved power at the time of this review, good
progress with the loading of fuel was made during recent months. The other AGR stations being built
(Heysham 2 and Torness) should be operational by 1987/88.
The government announced that the Public Inquiry into the first British PWR. to be built at
Sizewell. Suffolk, would start in January 1983, and has appointed Sir Frank Layfield QC as the
Inspector who will conduct the Inquiry. The present design is similar to the American Westinghouse/
Bechtel Standard Nuclear Unit Power Plant System (SNUPPS) though with some changes to suit UK
requirements (such as the use of two 6 0 0 M W 50 Hz turbines in place of one 1-2 GW 60 Hz turbine).
The possibility of providing pubiic funds to objectors has been discussed in parliament and outside but
the government has not so far indicated any provision of such funds. The style and content of the PWR
Inquiry is expected to influence the Fast Reactor Inquiry, whose date has not yet been determined but
is unlikely to be before 1985. Some of the topics certain to be covered by the PWR Inquiry are likely
directly to influence UK plans for the commercialisation of fast reactors, for example: the economic
basis for anticipating future electricity demand, the methods of comparing costs for different systems,
the future supply of uranium ore to the UK, reprocessing and waste management.
Publication of the safety case for the Sizewell PWR is expected in mid-1 9 8 2 .
During the year the shares of the British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (FJNFL) were transferred from the
UKAEA to the Department of Energy. This change does not affect present working arrangements but
recognises the independence of 8NFL which is no longer a subsidiary of the UKAEA.
Recently the government announced that exploratory drilling to test various aspects of storing
vitrified waste underground should cease for the time being, the feasibility of underground storage
having been established in principle. The background to this decision was a recommendation by the
Radioactive Waste Management Advisory Committee that serious consideration should be given to
storing high-level waste at the surface for 5 0 years or more before burial in deep depositories. Theo
retical and laboratory work into the practicability of storing waste in various environments continues,
and data provided by other countries are also being analysed.
The National Nuclear Corporation (NNC) published detailed designs of the low-cost, compact
1320 MWe Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) mentioned in the last annual report. The
capital cost of this station is estimated to be about 20?6 more than that for the Heysham-2 station of
simitar output using similar costing rules. Section 4 of this report gives more information on progress
with the development of the CDFR.
PFR has continued to provide useful information, with a cumulative power output now
approaching 4 0 0 effective full power days. Run 5, with a length eauivalent to 9 0 full power days.

finished in September 1 9 8 1 . The burn-up of heavy atoms achieved by the end of the run was about
2% for standard pins and 10% for some 'lead' pins. There have been nc pin failures since the 2 failures
in experimental pins in 1 978. The shut-dawn following Run 5 proceeded smoothly, about a quarter of
the core sub-assemblies being replaced by new fuel. Measurements of the distortions of many steel
and nimonic alloy components in the core were made; and, although thess data are still being
analysed, the preliminary conclusion is i i the distortions are generally significantly less than predicted
by current swelling rules.
Although shot-peening of the water-side of the tube-to-tubeplate welds of the steam raising
units has been beneficial (e.g. one unit operated without a leak for nearly a year following shol-peening)
a number of further leaks have occurred in 1981/82 necessitating 1 or 2 circuit operation while repairs
were made. Present and future remedial measures include selective sleeving of welds (a technique
mentioned in the previous report in March 1981). and up until now about 50 tubes mostly with suspect
welds (but some without) have been successfully sleeved. As a result of this work, future sleeving
operations should be conducted on г well-established, semi-routine basis.
Good progress with reprocessing fuel from the PFR has been made (Section 3). Nearly 3 tonnes
of mixed uranium/plutonium has been reprocessed in 2 cp ^aigns and 200 kg of plutonium has been
transferred to storage at Windscale for use in further baici.es of PFR sub-assemblies. The first sub
assembly containing recycled plutonium from the PFR should be loaded back into the reactor in mid1982.
The UK has continued to collaborate with other countries with fast reactor programmes and has
contributed to international fast reactor activities organised by the IAEA, 0ECD and EEC. One notable
event in 1981/82 resulting from the bilateral exchange in safety with the USD0E was the over-power
testing in the TREAT reactor at Idaho of the first 2 experiments in a series using UK pins irradiated in the
PFR. A third test using a bundle of 7 pins from the PFR was imminent at the time this review was
written.
The UK is also a junior partner in the CABRI programme of fuel pin testing which is comple
mentary to the PFR/TREAT programme. By agreement, information from the UK pins in the PFR/
TREAT programme is being sent to KfK and CEA. The first post-test data under this exchange (called
CAPT as an abbreviation for CABRI-PFR/TREAT) were sent in August ' 8 1 .
The manpower and resources devoted to the fast reactor in the UK remain broadly at the same
levels as in recent years. The expenditure by the UKAEA and NNC on fast reactors for 1981/1982 was
С1 10M.

2.
2.1

PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

H i g h l i g h t s of o p e r a t i o n in 1 9 8 1

The excellent performance of the main fuel design has continued. Sub-asiemblies containing
fuel of standard design have advanced beyond the design burn-up of 7-5% to 8-2% without any pin
failures.
Station operation continued through the year until September when the reactor was shut down
for refuelling and a parallel programme of maintenance and plant improvement. While the reactor
availability was high, that of the steam plant was low owing to the occurrence of further leaks in the
evaporator tube-to-tubeplate welds. This resulted in operation on one or two of the three secondary
sodium circuits for much of 1 9 8 1 . Towards the end of the year, and following a successful refuelling
programme, power operation was resumed.
During 1981 reactor operation advanced by 68 equivalent full power days (efpd) to a lifetime
total of 345 efpd. The gross tote.1 of electricity generated increased to 1145 x 10" kWh and the load
factor for the year was 14%.

2.2

Reactor and s o d i u m circuits

Reactor availability outside the planned refuelling shutdown period has been high at 95%.
Primary and secondary sodium pumps have continued to operate with high reliability, with nonroutine maintenance attention only required to systems outside the sodium circuits.
There were no fuel failures during the year. The failed fuel location loon based сп г gas stripping
system, wnich hes Dt-en in use curing the ean'v years of operation, was replaced by a new loop, wnich
in addition monitors the sodium fiow for aeiayed neutron emitters. The origins! iccp based on :his
principle coulc not be maoe to wort; as a result cf a failure то establish sodium fiow. Tne new design
employs a helical annular linear inauction pump (HALIP) developed in the nisiey Nuclear Laboratories.
Tne commissioning of this new loop has proceeded successfully and г sodium flow has been achieved.
The loop has been used to locate a foil wnich is included in the core loading for caiiorstion purposes.
Tne single secondary cold irar loop, which is switched to each of the three circuits as required
to maintain sodium purity to the required standard, has been used to clean-up the circuits following the
evaporator leaks as well as to reduce the level of hydride formed during the normal operation of the
boiler. A spare cold trap vessel and basket assembly was provided to increase flexibility in dealing with
the need to change cold trap baskets. A successful interchange of the in-circuit vessel and basket
assembly with the spare components was carried out.
The exposure of staff to radiation in all plant operations remains at a low level. The average dose
equivalent of absorbed radiation per person in 1981 was 1-6 mSv (0-16 Hem), The actual total dose
recorded above the threshold of the film detectors was 20 Man-mSv (2 Man-Rem).
2.3

Steam generator units

The snot-peening of tube-to-tubeplate welds in the circuit 1 evaporator was completed in
February 1981. While further leaks have occurred in the three evaporators after the completion of
shot-peening, it is considered that the process has been efiective in preventing stress corrosion cracking
from the water side of the welds. Since shot-peening. one unit has operated for nearly a year before a
further leak occurred, while the other two units have been shut-down for repairs 3 times and 5 times
respectively. 3y comparison, the superheater and reheater units operated uneventfully and there have
been no leaks in these units since the power run-up phase in 1974/75.
Following each evaporator leak event, weld inspections have been carried out and a number of
defective weld samples have been removed for detailed examination. This work has revealed evidence
of cracking from the sodium side of the weld. Research and development work is in progress to
establish the cause of failure and to reproduce it.
All leaks in the PFR evaporators have occurred at the hard, highly* stressed tube-to-tubepJate
welds. A sleeving technique has been developed to provide a means of bypassing the welds while
retaining use of the steam tube. The sleeve is explosively welded to the tubeplate and brazed to the
tube using a process which has been further applied and developed in the past year. At the end of
1981 a total of 45 sleeves had been installed. Steps have been taken to advance the technique to the
production phase in readiness for application on a larger scale in 1982.
The present policy is to proceed with the operation of the units and extend the use of the
sleeving technique when units are down for repair while, in parallel, work proceeds to determine the
cause of recent weld failures.
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2.4

Fuel and active component handling

Following the stripping down, cleaning and rebuild of the fuel charge machine in 1980. it was
successfully used again, after recammissioning. for the autumn 1981 refuelling campaign. Extensive
work has been done in test facilities during the year to develop the use of the charge machine as a
measurement tool for determining the state of care distortion caused by neutron induced voioage swel
ling. In particular, attention has been paid to techniques for measuring component length increase and
displacement caused by bowing. The machine has proved to be capable of determining component
length increase with an accuracy of a millimeter or so. This capacity provides a means of measurement
which can be made quickly and used as the basis for decision making during a refuelling campaign prior
to the more detailed dimensional assay of components which follows in the post irradiation examina
tion facilities.
A tcta! of 14 sub-assemblies were prepared for the second reprocessing campaign {see below).
The laser culling, steam cleaning, canning and flask transport to the reprocessinc plan; have again
r
vvo ked verv weli. Mixer axial blanke; pins from ;ле SiJD-assemblies have been canns-'j and transferred
to tne new wate1- fll-ec pond SXCB •.vnich has been rjrough: into use for ;nc- first :тпе.
2.5

General points of operating experience

Since Septemoer 1930 when a oanial ге-aiignment of main turbine bearing:, was carried out
there have been no further bearing failures. From time to time seaweed has blockea the cooling
water intake to the Diant. However, the penetration of this weed into the condenser itself has been
essentially eliminated by the fitting of new seals on the rotating drum screens. Plant outages are now
confined to those occasions when very large quantities of weed block the outer screens in the pump
house.
A power setback system was installed and commissioned which, together with the existing
steam dump provides г means of minimising outage following turbine trips. This arrangement is now
in use during periods of one and two circuit operation.

3.
3.1

REPROCESSING A N D FUEL CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS

PFR fuel reprocessing operations

As reported in tne previous annual review, the PFR fuel reprocessing plant operated successfully
throughout its first campaign which ended in December 1980. Two unirradiated and fourteen
irradiated (up to about 6*596 SU/ sub-assembles were reprocessed containing about 1 -51 of heavy
metal. About 200 kg of plutonium product has been transferred to Windscale for refabrication into PFR
fuel.
Dismantling of the irradiated fuel presented no major problem and the comminuted pins were
fed to the djssolver without difficulty. Fuel dissolution, dissolver liauor clarification and product
separation proceeded without difficulties and the new sections of the plant including the high speed
centrifuge used to separate the fuel fnsolubles from the dissolver liquor, fluidic transfer systems and the
laser used to cut the sub-assembly wrapper all performed well.
The removal of residual sodium from the sub-assembly by steam cleaning proved to be a most
effective operation and very little sodium was observed in the reprocessing cav? during fusl dis
assembly. The operational cycle adopted was an initial hot nitrogen purge to stabilise temperatures in
the reaction vessel, followed by cleaning with a steam/niuogen mixture and then washing with
demineralised water.

ш

No major pin pulling problems arose d u r i n g xhe c a m p a i g n in which 5 , 2 0 0 pins w e r e r e m o v e d
f r o m the 16 sub-assemblies reprocessed.
Fuel pin shearing w a s carried out r o t a t i n g a m o v i n g die in an arc of 4 5 ° relative to the fixed die.
Visual inspection of the c r o p p e d fuel sections i n d i c a t e d that there was about 4096 closure of the end
sections compared w i t h a 14% closure at the start of the c a m p a i g n indicating s o m e die w e a r .

A second reprocessing campaign to process 1 unirradiated and 13 irradiatec PFR sub
assemblies w i t h up to - 6-5/6 BU was successfully c o m p l e t e d in January 1 9 8 2 . The opportunity was
taken to i m p l e m e n t planned proposals to obtain d e v e l o p m e n t i n f o r m a t i o n in support of PFR and CDFR
fu«:l reprocessing including cladding and vrapper t e m p e r a t u r e m e a s u r e m e n t s , pin pulling loads and
solvent w a s h trials.

Dissolution of Doth the unirradiated and irradiated fuel has been w i t h o u t incident a n d the
a l l o w e d cycle time was ample to m a i n t a i n plant t h r o u g h p u t . Samples taken during d i s s o l u t i o n i n d i 
cated there was no preferential dissolution of either u r a n i u m or p l u t o n i u m .

3.2

A television inspection of the inside of the charging l i m b of the 1 8 / 1 3 / 1 Cr/Ni/Nb sieei fuel
dissolver was carried o u t ; no evidence of significant corrosion was found.

Information of relevance to the CDFR s o d i u m r e m o v a l process has been obtained from the
steam cleaning of sub-assembiies during the first t w o PFR reprocessing campaigns. Typical process
times for the c o m p l e t e steam clean cyc\e ranged from 1 2 - 1 4 hours. N o pressure or temperature
transients w e r e n o t e d d u r i n g any of the steam cleaning or w a t e r w a s h i n g operations and no u n 
explained noises f r o m the reaction vessel were r e c o r d e d .

The air driven centrifuge to remove the dissoiver insolubles proved most effective. The solids
collected in the b o w l s ranged d o w n ю s u b - m i c r o n panicle size, w i t h some 6 8 % of the p a n i c l e s by
n u m b e r being less than one m i c r o n in size.
Over the 4 5 dissolutions, the total mass of solids collected approximated to an insolublcs
content of about Q-}% c o m p a r e d w i t h the a n t i c i p a t e d figure of 1 % derived from laboratory e x p e r i m e n t s .

Tne active c o m o o n e n t of the solid is oredominantly R u t h e n i u m 1 0 6 and the Pu corv.en: is aoout 3?o of
tne totai mass i e c u a t i n c to approximately 0",cc of tne hc-avy m e t a ! dissolved) v.ith srr.sll amounts of
i n e "noble metal a i l o v " MoTe/Hu'P.n-'Pd. > Tne detected P l u t o n i u m w a s associated oniy w i t h uncisso'vec fuel particies.
Tne solvent extraction operated entirely as exDected i r o m both laboratory ies:s and tneoreticaf
p r e o p t i o n s . The efficiency of ;ne process is indicated by the m e n p t u t o n i u m decontamination factors
Ю г } optained. viz:
Cycte 1
DF
Beta
Gamma

3 x 10*
1*5 x 10*

Overall (3 cycles)
Beta
Gamma

> 1-3 * 10*
2-0x 10 ?

3.2.1

W i t h i n the solvent feed system there is a r e q u i r e m e n t t o recycle w a s h e d solvent and fiuidic
p u m p s were aeveiooed and installed for this purpose. These have operated extremely w e l l , in some
cases for 12 m o n t h s continuously w i t h o u t a t t e n t i o n . Fiuidic p u m p s have also been successfully
e m p l o y e d on the recirculation of dissolver scrubber fiauor.
The c a m p a i g n proceeoed w i t n o u t any significant radiological incident, the total operator dose
over the four m o n t h s being 7 0 m S v . Personal air samplers w e r e issued to all operators and no air
activity release w a s recoraea proving that the emphasis placed on plant c o n t a i n m e n t during design and
construction w a s successful. The whole of the plant w a s o p a r a t e d and maintained at surface con
t a m i n a t i o n levels b e l o w 5 c p s {alpha and beta activity).
Plant o p e r a t i o n w a s subject to Euratom and IAEA Safeguards inspection throughout the c a m 
paign.

Sodium

r e l a t e d t o CDFR

cleaning

and

storage

of irradiated

sub-assemblies

The design and development of equipment to meet the t h r o u g h p u t requirements of the CDFR
reprocessing plant based on the PFR plant is being e x a m i n e d .
Cladding corrosion studies have shown that fast reactor c l a d d i n g may be subject to localised
corrosion and general dissolution during long t e r m storage in a w a t e r p o n d . The main implication of
these corrosion processes is that they could lead to the i n t r o d u c t i o n of significant levels of activity
into the p o n d w a t e r if as-discharged sub-assemblies are stored and w o u l d necessitate the installation
of w a t e r cfean up facilities.
Intergranular penetration could also reduce the mechanics! strength of the
fuel pins w h i c h could complicate dismantling procedures. A sub-assembly corrosion experiment to
investigate the long term storage of irradiated sub-assemblies is being defined.
In order to prcvide cata on CDFR sub-assemblies tnermal behaviour d urine static anc transfer
situations the Development a n ^ validation of computer cooes has continued. A гш-thod for calculating
tne temperature c i s t n p u t i o n s in i a s : reacior suo-assembiies wnere ine?mni radia:.on and c o n c u c t i o n
ceter.Tiine the hea: transfer nss oeen cevelopeo. ans temperature distriDutions for CDFR and PFR subassempiies in a^con, air and nelium hove oeen d e t e r m i n e d . This metnod is suited t o irregular and
complex geometries (ь.д. partially dismantled sub-assemoliesl and will have the cap3oil;ty of being
extended to include f o r c e d convection cooling of the suo-assembly.
Temperature m e a s u r e m e n t s гта :»ow being made on the PFR sub-assemplies scneduled for
reprocessing. Centre pin and wrapper temperatures are being measured prior to and after, sodium
cleaning.
3.2.2

The fission product activity was so l o w К 4 M S q / k g of Pu} that difficulty was experienced in
analysing beta activity and the overall beta DF q u o t e d is for t w o cycles of extraction only.

Development

Sub-assembly

shearing

and

dismantling

A n experimental snearing p r o g r a m m e has been completed. T w o d u m m y t u o - a s s e m b l i e s . one
u n w r a p p e d , the other w i t h the wrapper o n , have been sheared using various t o o l i n g arrangements. A n
initial assessment of the results s h o w s that the massive shearing of the fuel pins az a bundle contained
in grids, w i t h or w i t h o u t the w r a p p e r , is feasible and an acceptable product can be made.
The removal of pins f r o m the sub-assembly by simple pulling has been successfully used in the
PrR reprocessing plant on sub-assemblies irradiaied up t o clad dese levels of approximately 6 0 dpa.
However in order to meet the CDFR reprocessing t h r o u g h p u t requirements an alternative m e t h o d of
dismantling is currently being examined in w h i c h the pins are pushed out of the w r a p p e r as a pin grid
bundle, the fuelled portion of w h i c h can be fed to a c o m m i n u t i o n device to provrae a feed material to
the dissolver.

3.2.3

Fuel dissolution

and liquor

clarification

Work on the dissolution of fuel and the insoluble arisings has continued and shows that un
irradiated fuel pellets con show wide variation in solubility in 7M HN0 3 .
Stereoscan examinations of the undissolved residues from experimental irradiated PvOz fuel
show the typical spherical particles of the noble metal fission product inclusions and pieces of fuel
some of which have a columnar grain structure.
3.2.4

Fuel dissolver

design

studies

To reduce the volume of sol', ant waste, processes have been evolved to remove the impurities
produced in the solvent by rariiolysis during reprocessing which otherwise interfere with the extraction
process, based on alkali/acid washing and which produce an aqueous waste containing salts requiring
evaporation prior to storage. An alternative Development using sodium carbonate/nitric acid with an
investigation of the possible clean-up of the solvent wash stream by inorganic ion exchange is being
tested. The aim is to allow direct discharge of the salt stream and avoid the need for evaporation and
delay storage.
Following studies of methods for treating off-gases, including the work undertaken on the closed
cycle ventilation option, a general system study is in hand. This will involve:

Detailed design of an experimental dissolver vessel made-up of stainless steel sections with
glass windows at appropriate points and its associated equipment has started. Studies on the effects
of pressue cycling on the rate and completeness of fuel dissolution in nitric acid have continued and
are confirming the earlier benefits observed and indicate that fuel in relatively tong lengths of cladding
can be successfully dissolved.
Liquor clarification by centrifugation has been effectively demonstrated following the dissolution
of unirradiated and irradiated (PuUlOj fuel in the PFR reprocessing plant. Results of the characterisa
tion of the fuel insolubles have been used in an initial design study for CDFR fuel reprocessing, based on
the scaling up of the PFR reprocessing plant centrifuge.
Art alternative clarification process, avoiding the use of mechanical moving parts, using the
paramagnetic properties of the fuel insolubles has been examined. Tests have been carried out
inactively using chrome powder simulates, and collection efficiencies greater than 95% have been
obtained. Early results indicated that the maximum panicle holding capacity of the filter was not being
obtained because of a tendency for t h t electrodes to bend in the magnetic field. An active magnetic
filter trial intended to provide a comparison between the performance of active insolubles from the
dissolution of irradiated PFR fuel and chromium powder simulate has been completed.
3.2.5

Separations

chemist^

The outline flowsheet for CDFR fuel reprocessing is based on the Purex process using three
cycles of solvent extraction and having different levels of solvent ТЕР concentration to give separate U
and ?u products. The U-Pu separation is accomplished by controlling the nitric acid concentration; the
hinn. medium and low aqueous raffinates are evaporated the bottoms being stored as highly active
houor anc tne pistillaies being available for discharge.
S«psrimental rigs to ootain information on solvent extraction distribution data, mass transfer
rates and pulsed column contactor design and operation have been completed and will be used to
provide support to the CDFn fuel reprocessing solvent extraction contactor design and validate com
puter simulation programs.
A pulsed column simulation program has been written, the model representing the extraction
column as a series of non equilibrium perfectly mixed cells and the effects of acid mixing accounted for
by backmixing between the cells. The program can be used to simulate PUREX operations for the
U/Pu/HNO/ГВР-ОК system.
3.3

Waste management

The objectives of waste management development include the consideration of methods of
reducing waste arisings and the evolution of processes for the treatment oi waste in order to reduce
storage costs and ensure an overall effective protection of the environment. The wastes produced are
soiid. liquid (aqueous and non-aqueousl and gases, and cover a wide range of activity levels and
chemical compositions.

(i)

a study of the options available for the separation of each of the volatile fission product::

(ii)

a study of how possible chemical impurities may interact with these treatment options:

(iii)

a system study of the ventilation requirements at various points in the plant, and how
these should be combined or segregated;

(iv)

a comparison of schemes for integrating the above requirements, and in particular, any
arguments in favour of closed-cycle versus once-through systems;

(v)

safety studies in support of the above work.

The merits of carbon dioxide, heiium and nitrogen as alternative ventilation gases have been
compared, assuming that cryogenic distillation is the preferred process for the separation of Xe/Kr/M.
and that selective adsorption of all CO, on molecular sieves will achieve the required separation of "C.
Assuming that it is not practical adequately to seal off the complete fuel processing system
from the atmosphere, it is concluded that N. is the best closed cycle ventilation gas. It can readily
handle very much larger inleakages of atmospheric nitrogen than He and interface-, better with the
atmosphere.
The chemical decontamination of hulls from experimental irradiated fuel pins has been examined
using both reflux and ultrasonic techniques and a variety of reagents including mineral acids, organic
acids, alkalis and complexing agents. The results confirm that both reflux and ultrasonic techniques can
be used with appropriate reagents for the decontamination of stainless steel cladding hulls. The
ultrasonic technique requires a relatively short contact time and can be operated at ambient tempera
tures, but suffers from a significant proportion of the activity removed being released in the form of an
insoluble material.
Studies are also in hand to use a eerie enhanced method of decontamination and the electrolytic
regeneration of eerie ions, allowing liauid access to difficult places such as the inr.ide of fuel hulls:
results from deconteminatinrj PFF. irradiated fuel hulls are encouraging.
2.4

PFR f u e l f a b r i c a t i o n

The manufacture of PFR fuel by the dry blending of PuO. and UO. has continued at tne Seilafield
Works of 5KFL. In addition to improvements aimed at increasing eouipment reliability, work has been
carried out to achieve micro-homogeneity, dimensional and fuel solubiiity specifications acceptable to
fuel designers, fabricators and reprocessors. Tnis has involved a high degree of qualify assurance work
including the use of mensuration and non destructive inspection techniques and the resultant data have
been recorded on the PFR fuel Data 3ank.
Fabrication of the first fuel pins from recycled PFR plutonium is currently in progress and these
will be insened in the reactor at the next fuel reload.
The routine manufacture of sub-assemblies containing recycled plutonium will be established
during 1982.

lib

3.5

Fast r e a c t o r f u e l f a b r i c a t i o n

4.2

development

The reference fuel for PFR and future large scale reactors is the annular pellet produced by the
dry blending of U O j and oxalate precioitated PuO,. Work is currently in hand at various AEA laboratories and in UK industry to study the equipment improvements and modifications tha: would be
required to scale up the process to a CDFR throughput and reduce the degree of manual intervention
required. Areas specifically being studied include powder, pellet and pin handling techniques together
w i t h a higher degree of automation of the inspection stages.
A n alternative conversion process of gel precipitation f r o m mixed U/Pu nitrate has been studied
extensively in recent years and has been operated to produce U/Thorium spheres on a pilot plant
scale and U/Pu spheres on a laboratory scale. Pins filled by vibro c o m p a c t i o n w i t h a t w o component
mixture of U/Pu spheres are currently being irradiated in PFR and this work will continue to assess the
potential of this fuel concept.
In recognition of the totally satisfactory irradiation performance of the current annular pellet
fuel in PFR the feasibility of manufacturing this fuel from gel spheres is being studied. This work is
currently being carried out on a laboratory scale and further irradiation testing will be carried out on the
finished product as appropriate.
In parallel w i t h these studies, a comparat-ve cost benefit analysis of the gel precipitation and
powder blending production routes on a plant scale has been m o u n t e d w i t h a view to determining the
process t o be developed for long-term fuel manufacture. This analysis will be based on conceptual
plant designs, capable of the required CDFR throughput and including scrap recovery and waste treatment processes.

4.
4.1

COMMERCIAL DESIGN

STUDIES

Design status

The last annual report outlined some of the principal features of the design of the Commercial
Demonstration Fast Reactor which has the safety, operational and economic characteristics of plants
which would be suitable for full commercial application in a programme of fast reactors. Work has
continued on the design and its supporting development assuming a start of construction date of 1 9 8 5 /
8 6 . This plan w o u l d allow sufficient time for construction and operational experience to be gained
before the ordering of lead plants early in the next century, the currently anticipated timescale for
commercial introduction.
No major changes have been made to the design during the period under review, but the remaining conceptual features have been established, and substantial progress has been made in development and refinement of the design, w h i c h has highlighted areas in w h i c h further cost reductions may
be achieved, and in evaluating its operational and safety characteristics.
To imorove further the compactness of the plant and improve maintainability, the layout of the
nuclear island has been developed as illustrated in Fig. 1. The general principle of the earlier layout,
in which the reactor is housed w i t h i n a secondary containment buiiding have been reiained. but the
steam generator celis have been re-arranged. This has reduced tne size of tne nuciear isiand and iengtn
of secondary circuit piping, w i t h easier access for steam generator replacement. Tne whoie of the
nuclear island containing tne heat transport system, control room, fuel store, and fuel preoaration and
maintenance facilities is mounted on a single aseismic rati. Dynamic analyses of the building structures
and major plant items have demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach, w i t h dynamic amplification factors only of little more than 1-0, which has considerably eased the design of the major components and structures of the primary circuit to meet seismic criteria.

Core design

Continuing studies of fuel and fuel cycle costs have confirmed the fuel design b.ised on subassemblies containing 3 2 5 pins of 5 m m diameter, but have also shown an incentive for increasing the
design burn-up from the earlier target of 1 0 % to at least 15%. Detailed analysis of the restrained core,
which has been adopted to combat the problems of neutron induced voidage has indicated that
some relaxation in tolerances of wrappers can be accepted which will ease manufacturing problems.
The present analytical capability for predicting the mechanical behaviour of strained cores has now
been supplemented by an experimental facility in which interactions between sub-assemblies can be
studied. Progress has also been made experimentally in determining the performance of the alternative
shutdown system in w h i c h the absorber rod is held out by hydraulic pressure, supplied by a helicdl
annular linear induction p u m p , against a seal at the upper end of the absorber housing. This is d e m o n strating that it will be possible to achieve the required hydraulic and drop time performance.
4.3

Primary

circuit

No major changes of principle have been made to the primary circuit but some refinements
have been included, in particular to the neutron shield, which has led to significant improvements in
the hydraulic performance of the high temperature pool. Developments in layout and in detail design
of components have resulted in some further reduction in sizes, giving a vessel diameter of 19-2 m and
a sodium inventory of 2 9 0 0 1 . A cross section of the revised design is shown in Fig.2.
Hydraulic models of the main flow areas of the circuit, high and l o w temperature sodium pools,
and the intermediate plenum are now operational and are being used to develop the required flow and
mixing characteristics. In particular there is improved understanding of the behaviour of the intermediate plenum in which a volume of sodium separating the high and l o w temperature pools is
stagnated to achieve acceptable temperature gradients. Provided that the heat flux into the internal
vertical wall is properly controlled, the flow and temperature distribution w i t h i n the plenum should be
w i t h i n the specified limits. A sodium experiment to provide further endorsement is now being
designed and constructed, and this will be followed by experiments to study the behaviour under
transient conditions.
4.4

Intermediate heat

exchanger

The IHX design follows the principles used in PFR w i t h primary sodium flow through the tubes
and secondary flow on the shell side. A comparative evaluation of this arrangement w i t h the alternative
of having primary sodium on the shell side was made. This confirmed that the chosen arrangement
resulted in better sodium flow and temperature distribution on the shell side, because of the high
available pressure drop in the secondary compared w i t h the primary circuit w h i c h is limited by the
available head difference between high and low temperature sodium pools. Primary bodium flow
through tubes leads to a better structural design and also better transient response of the structural
members.
Primary sodium enters each IHX through oorts a; the upper end of the shell above the top lube
piaie and passes d o w n through tne tubes, discharging into the lower sodium pool through a nozzle
below the lower tube plate. Secondary sodium eniers the unit through the centre of a pair of concentric OJCIS and flows to tne bottom o; t h t unit passing into tne tube bundle immeoiatel,- above tne
lower tube plate. After flowing upwaras over tne tubes it enters the outer of the concentric ducts
immediately below the upper tube plaie. Double skinned construction w i t h a gas space between the
t w o s k i n ; is used for the central duct and outer shell to control heat flow and temperature gradients
througn the shell walls to acceptable levels. Differential expansion between the tubes which are
straight, and the shell is accommodated by means of bellows in the shell. Each unit contains an
isolating vaive so that plant operation can continue at reduced power should a single secondary
circuit be unavailable.

The use of straight tubes, with a shell bellows, is a departure from PFR and earlier CDFR
designs. Structurally, the use of straight tubes represents a significant change, with advantage in
supporting the tube sheets, which are consequently thinner. The tubes, however, are relatively rigid
and the design is more sensitive to accommodating differential temperatures between the tubes. An
active development programme is under way to determine the spatial temperature distribution witnin
the shell side under the whole range of flow conditions, and also the capability of tubes to withstand
differential expansion.
4.5

Fuel h a n d l i n g

Fuel charge/discharge intD and out of the core is by means of two direct lift charge machines
mounted on the inner of the two rotating shields. These machines are located permanently in the
reactor during power operation, the only under-sodium mechanism being the sub-assembly gripper
and bearings. All refuelling is carried out with the plant shut-down. During power operation the
machines are retracted to remove them from the region of most severe thermal shock and striping. The
rotating shield and reactor geometry enable all core and radial blanket sub-assemblies and the inner
row of neutron shield rods to be handled by the charge machines.
The refuelling machines transfer fuel between the core and a sodium filled bucket in which
individual sub-assemblies are moved from the reactor vessel into a core component store located outside the reactor containment building. Considerations of reactor layout led to the adoption of inclined
ramps into both the reactor and core component store for this operation. The lower ends of the ramps,
both in the reactor vessel and store, have a fixed cam for moving the fuel bucket into a vertical position
for insertion and removal of fuel. The upper ends of each ramp are connected into a compact fuel transfer cell which contains a rotor for translation of the fuel buckets from the reactor to component store
and vice versa. The buckets are moved along the ramps by two winches, which are permanently
connected to the buckets by chains mounted above the cell with virtually all mechanisms external to
the cell. Internal design of the cell enables the winches with the bucket to be readily removed and
replaced for inspection and maintenance.
Fuel handling items are minimised by having two charge machines side by side on the rotating
shields so that fresh and irradiated sub-assemblies can be removed from, and inserted into, the bucket
without any major movement of the shields; and also by the two winches in the transfer system so that
fuel is transferred simultaneously in both directions. In the event of a single fuel charge machine or
winch breaking down refuelling can continue but at reduced speed.
All core components, including absorber rod and neutron shield sub-assemblies, are handled
through the refuelling route.
The thermal capacity of the bucket is sufficient to maintain the fuel cladding temperature below
the normal operating temperature during the time taken for normal transfer between the reactor vessel
and core component store. To cater for a hold-up while the fuel is out of the sodium pools, the surface
of the bucket will be finished with a profile which increases radiative heat transfer to the ramp tubes.
A gas cooling system removes heat from the ramp tube external surface. A steady state heat removal
capacity of about 30 kW can be achieved with a temperature limit which would not jeopardise tne
fuel pin integrity.
4.6

Steam generators

Following the decision to adost £ once through steam cvcle, an appraisal was made of г number
of alternative styles of steam generator including helical coiled tube, various J-tuDe configurations and
str2icnl tube designs. Tne design selected is a form of J-tube having a short horizontal leg a: the inie:
end. as this follows most closely the experience gained on PFR U-tube units which were Designed to
suit a full recirculation steam cycle.

The unit is г simple shell and tube heat exchanger with single passes fur both sodium and
water. The active part of the unit where heat is transferred from the sodium to the w.iter consists of an
array of vertical straight tubes with a 90 r bend at the lower end to provide flexibility between tubes
and shell. The bend region does not play any role in heat transfer.
Sodium at 510°C from the Intermediate Heal Exchanger enters the steam generator through a
single nozzle into the annular chamber at the upper end of the shell at a velocity of approximately
8 m/sec. The flow is distributed around the circurr.Ierence of the unit prior to entering the tube bank
by means of perforated flow resistance grids in the annulus through which the sodium passes as it
fiows UD to the tube bank entry. On entering the tube bank the sodium passes down over the tubes
and leaves the unit at 335 = through a single sided arrangement similar to that at the entry.
Water at 196°C and approximately 200 bars enters the water header at the bottom of the unit
through a single nozzle and passes through flow stabilisation orifices in the inlet tube plate into the
tubes where it is raised to boiling temperature, evaporated and superheated to ЛЭО'С. Superheated
steam leaves the tubes at the top of the unit through the outlet tube plate into the steam header and
through a single nozzle to the steam plant. The tubes are supported at intervals along their length by
grid plates through which they pass in clearance holes. The grid plates are positioned to provide a
suitable margin from flow-induced vibration resonance in order to avoid fatigue or fretting failure but
allow the tube to grid movement required to accommodate differential expansion. In addition the
grid plate^ contain drilled flow aopertures to allow the passage of sodium through the unit. The grid
plates are enclosed in a support cylinder which maintains them in their relative positions. The tube
support structure, consisting of grid plates and support cylinder, is attached to the shell below the
sodium inlet nozzle. The attachment transmits the tube/support forces back to the shell and also pre
vents by-pass flow between the tube bundle and shell. In the bend region the tube*; are steadied by
insertion of radial spacers which support them while allowing free movement in the direction of differ
ential expansion.
The tubes are attached to the lube plate by welding. The actual choice of process is yet to be
made and both explosive and fusion welds are being developed.
The inlet water head is a bolted-on structure to provide free access to the inlut tube plate and
flow orifices. Adoption of a bolted head at the steam outlet is not thought realistic and access is by
removal of a welded man-access cover.
Each unit is 450MW(t) capacity, there being 8 units on the station connected in pairs to
4 secondary circuits.
4.7

Operational philosophy and steam plant

Recirculation Sulzer and Benson (once through) steam cycles have all been considered for CDFR.
A recirculation boiler such as used in PFR will not economically fit the current reactor iodium tempera
tures and the Benson cycle has been selected for the reference design. The once through boiler with
its extremely fast response time is considered to be particularly suited to the kinetic characteristics of
the Fast Reactor. The boil-back and flood-through system of boiler start-up and shut-down is adopted.
Plant kinetic studies have shown that in the event of a turbine trip it is preferable not to trip the
secondary pumps until about 70seconds after the reactor is tripped thus reducing the rate of change
of temperature of the sodium in the hot pool. The thermal hydraulic behaviour .of both hot and cold
pools in transients, particularly loss of flow, is a major issue which remains to be solved and receives
extensive research within the project from both an experimental and theoretical point of view. Con
siderable progress can be reported in this area.
The steam plant has seen many changes with the main emphasis in the present design bas&a on
simplicity. In the absence of a suitable UK 1250MWjel turbine generator, the station employe 2 x
660MWie) turbines with steam'steam reheat. Tne machines are very similar but not identical to triore

currently usea on tne AGRs. Condensate extract and low pressure feedheating is conventional up. to
the be-aerator but the de-aerator itself is at a higher pressure than normal at 14 bar end 1 9 c " C . There
are no high pressure feed heaters and the final feed temperature is kept constant therefore avoiding
boiler inlet transients. The feed pump arrangement is standard UK practice but the main and emercjtncy
boiler feed pumps have a separate condenser because of lower than usual steam iniet conditions to
the MFBT. A flash vessel and by-pass system is used for start up and shut d o w n . This system provides
a particularly rpDust system for the removal of Reactor Decay Heat, there being t w o such systems in
parallel.
4.8

C D F R safety

The engineered safeguards arguments are already well developed for the PFR and it can be
claimed w i t h considerable confidence that the reactor can be reliably shut d o w n in the event of any
fault condition, and that having shut the reactor d o w n the decay heat can be removed. The Automatic
Shutdown System (ASDS) includes complete redundancy and diversity of sensors, guardltnes and
absorbers and is divided into t w o completely separate sub-systems. Decay Heat Removal (DHR) is
similarly by redundant and diverse systems and consists of 4 x 1 0 0 % NaK thermal syphon systems of
the type used for the PFR and t w o independent steam systems via the secondary sodium circuits.
Overall safety arguments for the fuel handling systems, reactor shutdown sub-criticality. sodium
fires and earthquake protection have been made. It is concluded that there are no feasibility problems,
but detailed cases remain to be made.
Calculations on the strength of the Secondary Containment Building (SCB), designed for 1 to
2 bars, indicate that it is capable of containing pny sodium pool fire and also the most likely range of
sodium spray fires.
Work has continued on the validation of the passive internal core catcher design, the so-called
standpipe design. It w o u l d appear that this core catcher is capable of taking the w h o l e core or a sub
stantial proportion of it. A simplification of the design is being pursued by proving that fuel which has
been finely divided and fluidised in an HCDA or m e l t - d o w n cannot subsequently be re-sintered into
solid fuel again. Theoretical work indicates that re-sintering will not occur.
4.9

D e v e l o p m e n t of d e s i g n c o d e s
Three main themes underlie the studies in the Codes area, namely,

4.9.1

(i)

A t t e m p t s t o isolate the specific problem areas which the Designers are meeting in design
ing CDFR.

(ii)

Studies t o reveal more clearly the behaviour of materials and structures subjected to CDFR
service conditions.

(iii)

Modifications to the ASME III Code formalism giving more scope to CDFR designers, but
retaining the Code as the basic Design Foundation.

Above-core

structure

The above-core structure design is continuing on the basis of three important assumptions:

The Code Case rJ-47 recommends fatigue curves for rapid cycling in Appenaix7-1420. Alterna
tive and less restricting curves have been recommended by the project materials specialists based on
both UK and US data: these must be regarded as interim rules. In addition, a method has been pro
posed en how the variable spectrum of temperature fluctuations should be assessed гъ 'Damage' using
RAIN FLOW anatvsis.
At present, the UK fatigue end thermal striping recommendations are being reviewed to consiaer
whether temperature cependence should be inserted. A funher consideration is wnether the succes
sion of rapid temperature fluctuations (say of 1 Hz) but spaced by many minutes, and over a 3 0 year
dwell, can fairly be described by continuous cycling fatigue data. This is being exolorec experimentally.
A fundamental issue is contained within the dominant creep-fatigue analysis and design of the
above-core structure, and other high temperature structures. The design problem is to produce a struc
ture w h i c h will not fail in 3 0 years: the development problem is to produce positive data, i.e. failure
data in a very few years which can confidently be extrapolated to the design (i.e. non-failure) situation.
Work undertaken at present points to the conclusion that different physical damage mechanisms
are occurring in the shon-term. high strain range testing, and the tong term, fower strain range service
condition. The salient question is whether it is possible to extrapolate from the former to the latter
regime. This question can be at least partially resolved by accurate l o w strain range te-.ting with preci
sion test machines, which is planned.
4.9.2

IHX

The IHX design position is that under certain operational conditions, stresses up to the 3 S m
(or 2 x yield stress) limit occur in the tube plates. The inelastic buckling of tubes could also be a
problem. If conservative stress/strain limits have to be placed in these areas, then some restrictions on
the operational flexibility of the IHX would have to be accepted.
The shakedown limits bound the combination of primary membrane plus bending stress, plus
(secondary) thermal stress to ensure freedom from unconstrained deformation. For stainless steel, the
code allows 3 S m to be 2-7 times the 0-2% proof stress. The validity of this rule has been called into
question in the light of experimental data. It has given rise to t w o programme areas, one on materials,
the other on structures. The objective of the materials programme is to clarify how the work-hardening
material, 3 1 6 steel, hardens and retains its hardness under cyclic loading and at CDFR temperatures.
Results have been reported by BNL and the AEA which show significant differences between behaviour
at room temperature, 400°C and 600 C C in retaining the effects of work hardening.
A programme of tests has been drawn up on different experimental structures to elucidate when
structures made in real materials reach the shakedown condition where only elastic distortions are
occurring, as contrasted with the calculated conditions w i t h idealised materials.
4.9.3

Primary

circuit

structures

The current design stance on the low temperature primary circuit structures is intensely conser
vative so that code stress limits are not approached. The important design codes issues relate to
structural integrity under stressing which includes w e l d residual stresses.

(i)

That no part of the structure will see temperature striping in excess of a value derived from
fatigue curves for UK materia!. Indeed, the aim is that the actual striping will be consider
ably less than this.

Temperature transients on the cold structures are'thought likely to be small, i.e. in the range of
30-50 Э С. and occurring relatively slowly. It is hoped therefore that high stress due to these transients
will not arise provided suitable attention is given to avoiding stress concentrating effects.

(ii)

That by restricting section thickness, the stress and strain cycles due to thermal shocks
will be w i t h i n N-47 T - l 4 3 0 (elastic) allowable values. A detailed study on the shroud tube
suggests this will be so.

(iii)

That other stresses on the structure due to flow forces, flow vibrations, steady state
temperature gradients and self w e i g h t , w i l l all be low compared w i t h A S M E allowables.

Work is in hand on the stressing of the high temperature structures and it has become clear that
designs in this area will be affected by the thermal g r a d i e n t set-up during reactor trip transients, Some
local thermal hydraulic defence against these transients may be necessary to restrict stress within
ASME limits.

Work carried out under SRD control in the Chapelcross wide plate (tensile) machine has not
revealed a controlling effect of residual weld stress on crack propagation. This and other work has
pointed to two directions for study in support of CDFR using a biaxial stressing macnine. The first is
through generic studies to characterise crack propagation as a function of material, temperature,
geometry, etc. The second is to impose on a large, but finite reactor plate detail, the displacement
boundary conditions to make it compatible with the enclosing structure and to determine any propensity to crack propagation. A machine to carry out this tes;inc has been planned.
4.9.4

Boilers

A major issue for the steam generator design proposed for COFR will be the demonstration of an
adequate stress response for the hot tube plate under transient conditions. Preliminary calculations
suggest that the use of 9 Cr for this tube plate would be suitable.
The UK Code approach gives credit to normalised and tempered ferritic steels in
strength properties; the ASME formalism currently codifies the lower annealed properties.
issue is to what extent the heat-treated condition can be guaranteed in very heavy tube plate
It is passible therefore that the advantage of 9 Cr 1 Mo over 2^-Cr 1 Mo steel will be more
fatigue properties than in permissible stress and plate thickness.

terms of
A major
forgings.
in creep-

A subsidiary issue under current review is the path the UK will elect to follow in the interpretation of Code C2se N-47 with regard to Design Limit stressing (epitomised by S Q in the code).
4.9.5

Short-cut

design

methods

One of the most demanding technical areas is in the production of shortcut methods for design
in the creep range. The design requirement is to achieve shakedown although, of course, creep strain
will accumulate. The proposals made in this area originated with BNL. Subsequently the work has
been directed towards the following:
(i)

By analysis of simple cases, amenable to exact treatment, to check that the shortcut
methods are conservative in situations where elastic follow up may, or may not, occur.

lii)

To try to apply the methods to real (and complex) design situations.

(iii)

To formulate Design Rules using the methods for working designers.

(iv)

To validate the methods for real materials by appropriate experiments.

niques. It is recognised that the reduced strain limits for welds in ASMt N-47 could imply some restrictions on their siting but this has not been felt in design so far. because in general CDFff design targets
do not nearly approach the inelastic strain limits. If more strict stress/strain limits for welds were
applied then design problems would arise.
Some unease is felt by UK code users that the complex effect of a weld with dissimilar properties to the parent "material may not be reflected conservatively in the existing ASME formalism,
especially in the creep area. The general principle of design using parent material properties is very
attractive and indeed alternative methods using weld and environmentally exposed material properties
may commonly be impracticable. A trend is being followed at present to acquire some test data on
specimens in relevant geometry and containing welds. It is hoped that this will evolve into a design
methoa based on parent material properties but with specific treatment in the Design Submission of
some weld areas, rather tnan the production of a general methoa using codified w d d prooerties.
4.9.S

4.9.6

Inelastic

During the year, the interim use of the ORNL constitutive equations has been recommended for
calculations. Co-operation has been undertaken with the European Codes Group in carrying out Benchmark Calculations using ANSYS, BERSAFE and PATAS calculation codes,
4.9.7

Welds

Currently designers are treating welds joining similar materials in general as though the properties of weld material were indistinguishable from parent materials / and therefore restrictions on the
siting of welds are only determined by good practice in regard to manufacturing and inspection tech-

design

It has been reported earlier that a programme has been delineated to deal with low temperature
safety-related structures. There are two directions in which a Customer and a Designer have a major
interest in Defect Tolerant Design. One is in areas where a heavy constraint operates on the designer,
as in the thermal striping limit, which is intended to avoid crack initiation: much more attractive
designs and operating conditions might be attainable with an adequate defect tolerant design formalism. The other direction is in the conceptual later situation where the Operator has discovered a defect
and wishes to know whether the plant remains licensable as it stands, or needs repair.
This area is being approached both by the aggregation of Plant Operating Statistics and by
having as an objective the production of Design Methods for structures containing defects.
CDFR endorsement

policy

For some components, it is appropriate and practicable to design according to «jxisting or modified Code formalism. For other situations, exemplified by transition joints, and perhaps bellows, it is not
realistic to evolve a generally applicable formalism by analysis and experiment and apply it to the CDFR
requirements. It is preferable to endorse such design selections by specific testing.

5.

analysis

There is some doubt as to the role which the shortcut methods will finally occupy. Certainly
validation of such methods requires the availability of exact analytical methods (which may be too
cumbersome and expensive for general use).

tolerant

The question of the propagation of defects, possibly arising from welds, is currently only seen as
a design issue in respect of the structural integrity of the low temperature, non-irradiated, safety related
primary circuit structures. The designers are hoping that such issues can be avoided in other regions of
the reactor through the use uf design codes which do not involve fracture mechanics calculations.

4.9.9

Progress has been made on the first three items, the IHX being selected as the trial case for
item (ii).

Defect

5.1

M A T E R I A L S DEVELOPMENT

Fabrication and i n s p e c t i o n

The use of explosive welding to connect the tubes and tube plate in steam gennrators and intermediate heat exchangers has a number of attractions, and work related to both applications has been
performed.
Explosive weld studies in a geometry appropriate to helical boiler tubes has stopped, following
a decision to use the "Modified J-lube" style of steam generator for CDFR. Although encouraging
results had been obtained for a related straight tube design with tubes threaded through the tube plate
and explosively welded to it at the outer face, difficulties in assembling the chosen design style require
that the explosive weld should be performed with the tube penetrating only a short distance into the
tube plate. In the case of the intermediate heat exchanger, there is a risk of distorting the thin ligaments, so the impactor method is used and the welds are made some 12 mm inside the tube plate, the
charges at both ends being fired simultaneously. Weld length*, in excess of 10 mm are readily obtained.

Previous attempts to produce narrow gap welds in horizontal circular pipes resulted in serious
distortion of the weld faces and also considerable lack of fusion between adjacent weld beads. In order
to overcome this problem, six different procedures were examined in some detail, as a result of which a
satisfactory procedure has been identified which employs a 6C internal angle and a pulsing arc current.
Procurement of suitable welding wire, which can produce a weld composition similar to the 17-8-2
Armex GT manual metal arc deposit so far used exclusively in the mechanical properties programme,
has caused considerable delays; meanwhile, ways of introducing various forms of defects in a con
trolled manner are being studied. The intention is to produce two welds, one of which is defect free
for mechanical property studies, while the other contains defects and will be used to test the ability of
NDT techniques to detect them.
Plasma deposition of Stellite 6 in powder form has proved very successful. The deposits are
free from c.-ac!:s. and when produced in either single or aouble layers contain less than 5?c iron. As
Stcilits 6 can be handled much more easily as a powder than in the form of wire, this method of
amplication is now preferred ;o tna; using TIG welding. 3ecause of the desire to obtain hare facings fret
irom cooalt for primary circuit applications, attempts nave been made to extend the proceoure to the
nickel-Daseo Deloro 3040 alloy. Using material in the form of wire, deoosits have been prepared both
by TIG welding and by the Plasma Transferred Arc (РТА) technique, but the results are not very
encouraging. Deposits of this material show much greater tenoency to crack than do those of Stellite
6. altnough ones produced by the РТА method are superior in this respect to those formed by a TIG
process.
Work is continuing in RNL on the evaluation of weld metal of the 17-8-2 type deposited by
manual metal arc. tungsten inert gas and submerged arc processes. The main objectives of the pro
gramme are to study the effects of varying ferrite and nitrogen content, changes in method of deposi
tion (with and without weaving}, welding position and level of restraint on tensile, stress rupture and
toughness properties.
Fourteen deliberately defective downhand MMA butt welds in 50 mm 316 plate fabricated in
RNL were subsequently examined non-destructtvely by "the RNL compression wave probe and con
ventional radiography. The blocks were then cut up in order to characterise the defects which they
actually contained, so that the reliability of the ultrasonic and radiographic examinations could be
checked. No major defects had been missed, although a few minor ones had been overlooked. The
results suggest that the detection level of the technioue should be sufficient to find defects with a
thickness greater than 5 mm. while those less than 2 mm will probably be missed. Before being
sectioned, the specimens were also examined by the Harwell diffraction technique. In general the
defect sizes estimated in this way were in encouraging agreement with the actual values revealed by
metallography, and this accuracy was comparable with similar data from ferritic welds. However, some
defect signals proved difficult to detect in the lime of flight data: these included ones from small
surface breaking defects and also those from large curved defects.
Modest progress has been made in the joint programme agreed between CEGB and RNL to
investigate the usefulness of adaptive learning networks to austenitic weld inspection, using flat
bottomed holes. This has involved a repetition of some of the initial acoustic measurements at the
CEGB № n Destructive Testing Application Centre: meanwhile some of the data handling equipment
has been commissioned at RNL.
Recent theoretical studies at AERE of the transmission of ultrasound through idealised plane
parallel sided cracks with rough surfaces have revealed that earlier previously published values for the
widths of smooth-faced cracks corresponding to particular values of reflectance and transmirtance
were in error by a factor of two. This means that the crack width at which sodium penetration will
begin to exert a significant effect on the transmission of ultrasound is 20ц and not 10ц as previously
suggested. An experimental programme to test the theory using inert liquids was performed under
exiernal contract. Equipment has been constructed which contains a smooth-sided idealised crack
whose width is variable between 1-100 ц. Initial tests using this device are now complete.

5.2
5.2.7

M e c h a n i c a l and p h y s i c a l properties
Austenitic

steels

Theoretical prediction and preliminary experimental data have indicated that short sharp surface
defects (— ЮОцгл depth) reduce the high cyclic fatigue limit of AISI 316 stainless stirel by a factor of
around two.
An assessment of the effects of thermal shock on structures which are operating in the creep
regime depends upon the existence of reliable methods of extrapolating creep fatigue data to long hold
times. Because of this, a considerable programme of long term creep fatigue tests is in progress at
RNL and SNL. Experiments at SNL show that at strain ranges above 1% the fatigue life does not neces
sarily continue to decrease with increasing hold time, but may actually recover. This implies that the
ASME Code Case N47 slow cycling fatigue design curve, which assumes a progressive deterioration in
life with increasing hold time, is very conservative, A revised creep fatigue programme has recently
been approved. Its main emphasis will be on long term tests to reduce uncertainties in extrapolation,
and these will be performed at low strain ranges relevant to design. Additional eouipment will be
neeoeo for some of tne tests now proposed.
Although simple fatigue cata enables tne designer to choose conditions so ;is to avoid the
initiation of oefects by a fatigue mechanism, tneir existence in real structures must be assumed either
because they were not detected during fabrication or because they were formed subsequently by some
abnormal operational circumstance, such as tnerma1 shock or the existence of an adverse chemical
environment. Knowledge of their growth rates is needed if their significance in the plant is to be
properly assessed. Crack growth behaviour under сгегр/faiigue conditions appears to be very compli
cated and, as ageing appears to be an important factor, long term tests have been started. Some work
is to be performed under vacuum, because earlier work showed that crack blunting by oxidation con
fused measurements of threshold propagation behaviour. The aim is to evaluate limiting crack growth
rates and useful progress has been made.
Because of the relatively low limit of proportionality possessed by stainless stei.-ls it is possible
that these materials may ratchet at stress levels permitted by the Design Codes. The term ratcheting
is defined as the progressive change in dimension which occurs when a particular load cycle is
repeatedly applied to a material or component. In materials deformation tests on Type 316 steel at
400°C. the amount of ratchet strain observed is small. Preliminary tests at room temperature suggest
however that the material may not cyclically harden under these conditions, and as a consequence, the
extent of ratcheting may be greater.
The role of neutron irradiation on out-of-соге structural components usually has been assessed
through the influence of displacement damage on the relevant mechanical properties. However, it has
been shown recently that significant degradation of creep strength and ductility may occur from the
grain boundary helium bubbles generated by transmutation reactions. The principal re.'iction is that of
boron 10 impurities in austjnitic steels with the thermal neutron fraction of the flux spectrum and an
analysis of published data shows that helium accumulations of less than about one atomic ppm are
sufficient to cause serious effects. Application of this information has indicated that a long term
embrirtlement problem can exist for certain high temperature components.
A review paper reported on the degradation of mechanical properties arising from thermal age
ing. Creep strength, creep rupture life, toughness and enhancement of crack initiation under stress
corrosion or fatigue conditions were properties reduced by ageing. Long term creep tests to assess the
influence of рге-ageing and cold work on AISI 316 is continuing.

5.2.2

Ferritic

steels

Stress rupture tests on 9Cr I M o steel in dynamic sodium at RNL and Babcock Power Ltd
s h o w e d that immersion in sodium had little effect on this property. The work involved three casts, one
of w h i c h was tested both in the normalised tempered and in the cold w o r k e d condition.
In order to assess the possible use of 9Cr I M o steel in thick section components of CDFR
boilers, such a shells and tube sheets, a contract has been c o m p l e t e d by the British Steel Corporation to
establish the microstructure. tensile and impact properties of bar-stock heat-treated to simulate the
properties of quenched and tempered 3 7 5 and 5 0 0 m m thick plates. The properties obtained were
generally f o u n d t o be insensitive t o a w i d e range of heat treatment parameters. However, the strength
values obtained were only just above the m i n i m u m specified for tube products and slightly lower values
may need t o be adopted for large section material.
A n investigation is proceeding on creep in 9Cr I M o steel and the stronger 9Cr 2 M o steels.
W o r k is in hand to look at creeo and fatigue properties in sodium and sodium/sodium hydroxide mix
tures.
W o r k is proceeding to augment the available basic information on the properties of 2 i C r 1Mo
steel. As part of this programme, the tensile properties of four batches of replacement tube bundle
material have been evaluated in the normalised and t e m p e r e d /N4-T) and quenched and tempered
(Q-t-T) conditions, and following a range of simulated post w e l d heat treatments. The proof strengths
obtained in sll heat treatment conditions were in excess of the ISO m i n i m u m values, as also were those
obtained f o l l o w i n g a thermal ageing treatment of " i 0 . 0 0 0 h at 5 2 5 3 C . Stress rupture tests have also
been performed on four casts of 2-^Cr steel at 4 7 5 and 5 2 5 3 C . following a simulative post weld heat
treatment. S t r e n g t n values generally fail b e l o w the average ISO values Dut are in excess of the lower
scatter band. Ductility values ranged b e t w e e n 1 5 - 4 0 ? o .
Strain controlled l o w cycle fatigue data o n 2^-Cr steel in the annealed or normalised and t e m 
pered ( N - r T | condition nave been analysed for temperatures in the range 4 2 7 - 5 5 0 : i C . It has been
found that the endurance of the annealed material is superior t o that o l the N - T material, particularly
at endurances around 1 0 V 1 0 1 cycles.
5.3

Waterside

5.3.1

Corrosion

corrosion
in the absence

of heat

flux

Specimens of Valourec EM 12 ferritic steel ( 1 0 - 4 % Cr. 2 - 0 % M o . 0 - 3 8 % Si) have been exposed to
steam at 4 7 5 ° and 550 D C in capsules at AERE and in a replenished autoclave at RNL. Comparison of
the corrosion rates, based on weight gains, w i t h those of other ferritic steels in the on-going steam
oxidation p r o g r a m m e , reveals that the steam oxidation resistance is mainly determined by the silicon
content. Typical weight gains for the material in the as-received conditions after 6.500 h are 1-8 mg
c m ' 1 at 4 7 5 ° C and 7-5 m g cm'2 at 5 5 0 ° C .
A measurement of the metal loss from 2 j C r steel at - 350 Э С in the absence of heat flux under
representative PFR water chemistry conditions w a s obtained f r o m an examination of ferrules removed
from the evaporator in circuit 1 . The observed value of 7 ^ w a s in good agreement w i t h that predicted
from laboratory experiments and should be reasonably representative of the behaviour of the niobium
stabilised t u b i n g .
5.3.2

Corrosion

in the presence

of heat

Completion of the metallurgical examination of the 9Cr rest section ir. the AERE Mild Steel Loop,
following a 4 3 0 0 h run under normal water quality revealed that the high heat flux used during the
experiment ( 3 0 % greater than in previous tests) had caused the rate of magnetite deposition to double.
More surprisingly, the rate of corrosion in the heat flux zone had halved, presumably because the
thicker layer of deposited magnetite provided additional protection of the substrate. The next series of
tests is designed to study the effects of salts w h i c h enter the boiler feed if sea water ingress occurs at
the condenser, and uses a test section containing t w o welds and about 1 0 0 spark eroded defects of
varying size and shape. In the first experiment, lasting 1 5 0 0 h , the oxygen contamination was kept
below 2 ppb by continuous deaeration and hydrazine dosing, w h i l e the sodium chloride was maintained
at 3 p p m . Subsequent examinat'on of the test section revealed no sign of accelerated corrosion in any
of the defect geometries tested (depth/diameter ratios ranging from 4 to 1). This behaviour is c o n 
sistent w i t h the CERL observation, based on short term tests, that ferritic steels only undergo
accelerated corrosion in sodium chloride solutions at high temperature when [NaClJ x (0 2 J > 0-4 ( m g /
Kg) 1 . In this case the product of the t w o parameters was 0 - 0 0 6 .
A mechanism has been proposed to explain the movement of hydrogen released by the cor
rosion process, w h i c h predicts that under certain conditions, the amount of hydrogen diffusing through
the tube w a l l s h o u l d vary w i t h the electrical potential and w i t h the amount of magnetite deposited on
the tube surface. A n experimental programme i s . b e i n g mounted using an electrically isolated test
section, t o examine the process involved.

5.4

Absorber

materials

In c d e r to preo'ic: t!ie likely consecuences of a defect, in the cladding of an absorber pin.
measurements have been made of the loss of boron carbide f r o m pellets in a simulated failed pin
exoosed to f l o w i n g sooiurr, in the Mechanical Components Test Rig at Risley. The loss of contents
amounted to between 0-156 and 0-2?ь during an exposure of 1 2 0 ^ hours at 6 0 0 ° C w i t h a sodium flow
rate of 3-S m/s, w h i c h corresponds to 0-S^ g.'cm : of slit area. Further measurements are planned using
both pre-irradiated and heavily cracked pellets.
Post-irradiation examination of the first three experimental boron carbide pins removed from PFR
continued over the w h o l e r e p o n i n g period, but is now virtually complete. The pins contained 12 m m
diameter boron carbide pellets clad in 3 1 6 stainless steel w i t h a radial gap of 1-7%, and had been
exposed for 136 efpd in position 0 2 / 0 2 . After measurements of diameter changes and b o w had been
made, t w o of the pins were transferred to Cufcheth and o p e n e d in the " M a y f a i r " facility.
The boron carbide pellets were generally in good condition, although most showed some axial or
diametral cracking similar to that observed in DFR boron carbide irradiation, w h i c h was probably caused
by thermal stresses. Predictions of pellet swelling, burn-up and clad strain using the BORCON model
are in good agreement w i t h the experimental data. This experimental support for the BORCON predic
tions of the clad strain in the 1 3 / 0 6 experiment indicates that the present life limit of 180 efpd applied
t o the M k l l / M k ! H control rod pins as a protection against excessive pellet-clad interaction should not
be exceeded. BORCON predicts that in these pins the onset of clad strain will occur at 1 2 0 ± 5 0 efpd.

flux

A laboratory investigation of the operating conditions w h i c h enhance magnetite formation and
salt hideout in PFR evaporators, requires some means of quickly reproducing typical PFR boiler tube
surfaces, in so far as these can be characterised at the present t i m e . The second such test in the RNL
Model Boiler Test Rig lasted 1 1 0 days and involved the injection of crud similar in composition to that

121

in PFR boilers fjFe]/iCu) = 10) but at a higher concentration (-* l O O p p b ) . During thf* test, 0-3ppm
chloride was also present to increase hideout effects. Subsequent metallography revesfed the
presence of a duplex oxide-along the whole length of the test section. The inner corrosion layer was
very adherent and dense and was considerably thicker in the high heat Них region than elsewhere; in
contrast, the outer layer appeared to be very porous.

Good agreement was obtained between the results of three different methods of measuring the
axial distribution of pellet burn-up due to the 103 (n.a) 7 Li reaction. These involved measurements of
1U
B loss and of the ^ i and 4 He contents of the pellets, and the agreement indicated close to 1 0 0 %
retention of the latter products. The axial distribution of burn-up was in line w i t h expectations from the
predicted flux distribution.

Measurements ol the thermal conductivity of baron carbide pellets from experiment 13/06 and
from DFR experiments 479/3 and 479/4 are in good agreement with the design rule, with one excep
tion where the pellet temperature was expected to be high and the change in conductivity was smaller
than expected.
The first PFR control rod to undergo post irradiation examination is a Mkll boron carbide rod
(SEG) which has been irradiated for 180 efpd. The nineteen pins have been removed from the wrapper
and visually appear ro be in good condition. After diametral measurements have been made on each
pin. selected ones will be transferred to the "Mayfair" facility at Culcheth for detailed destructive
examination. It is estimated that pellet-clad interaction began after 120 ± 50 efpd.

revealed that while the yield and ultimate tensile stresses of both steels remain essentially unchanged
when exposed to a simulated cover gas environment (sodium vapour/argon/2000 v;>pm nitrogen),
ductility was reduced to around 50?6 of the original values.
Theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted at BNL on the carburisation of PFR
wrapper material (Type 321 stainless steel) in sodium under closely controlled conditions (carbon
activity and temperature). Preliminary results at 500° and 550 J C in sodium with unit activity carbon
indicated that surface carbon levels were time-oependent and that carbon penetration profiles wera
those expected from the atomic diffusion coefficient.
6.1.2

5.5

Operation of a PFR high temperature charge machine would involve long periods of static
soaking in high temperature sodium, interposed with relatively short bursts of intensive operation
during shut-down, when the sodium temperature is much lower. In the latter circumstances, the
kinetics of surface chromite formation are too slow to replenish the oxide films being rubbed away by
sliding.
Tests are therefore being carried out to see how long the chromite v/ill remain r;'ri?o/og/ca//y
effective at the positions subject to the greatest wear. After a relatively brief exposure at 650°C under
conditions allowing the formation of chromite, continuous rubbing at a low temperature eauivalent to a
cumulative lifetime's operation resulted in higher friction coefficients typical of bare metal surfaces, but
had not fully risen to these levels after a rubbing distance of 100m, which roughly corresponds to one
core handling sequence.
Rubbing fretting tests of Stellite 6 pairs in sodium over the temperature range 300-600°C at
cold trap temperatures of 120, 150 and 2O0°C, showed less dependence on fretting temperature than
did the behaviour in earlier impact-slide tests, but in neither C2se was there any substantial effect of
oxygen level, presumably because the rates of wear were high enough to maintain an oxide-iree
surface. Current tests are studying the fretting behaviour of 1С IE. a chromium carbide coating, but г
comparison of its properties with those of Stellite 6 is not yet possible.
There is considerable interest in the possibility o; replacing Stellite б by a cobalt-free hard
facing, ol whicn :ne Deloro Alloy 3040 seems one of tne most promising. Its rubbing behaviour is
tnerefore Deino examined in pure helium and in sodium. Unfortunately, aitnough the sleeve wear rate
at 600 ; C in pure helium usmg crossed cvlinoer geometry is onfv г rector o: 2 corse rnan tr.g; of Stslliie
6. tne disparity increases to an order of magniuae at temperatures of 5C0 r C and below.

6.
6.1
6.1.1

Activity

transfer

and

deposition

Tribology

C H E M I C A L ENGINEERING/SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

Corrosion, mass and a c t i v i t y transfer and deposition
Corrosion

and mass transfer

in

sodium

Long-term investigations into the compatibility of reactor materials with flowing and static
sodium have continued at RNL and SNL. O^er long periods (about IS months) aluminised Incone! 7 I S
has corroded at rates that decrease with time, but recently some perturbations in the rate have been
Detected, possibly associated with varying oxygen levels in the loop sodium. Results from static tests
on Inconel 718 confirm the view that this material is highly susceptible to grain boundary attack and
non-localised carourisation. Efforts to elucidate corrosion mechanisms are continuing. Further
investigations of Stellite WR6 in static sodium have suppor.;d earlier predictions that cobalt-rich
panicles could be released when exposed to flowing soriiurr..
Studies to establish the effect of nitrogen in argon cover gas or. the mechanical nroperties of
Types 316 and 321 stainless steels are in progress at RNL. Room temperature tensile tests have

Experimental and theoretical investigations into activity release and transport have continued at
RNL Tests in the Small Active Loop have revealed that the deposition patterns of " M n appear to be
related to the release kinetics of this species, i.e. either diffusion or corrosion controlled. The pattern
remained essentially the same when the linear velocity of the sodium in the loop was slightly increased
after the active source specimens had been removed, although the amounts originally deposited were
uniformly reduced: 3 , re was gradually moved along the deposition tube under these conditions, thus
slowly levelling off its deposition profile.
Following completion of the current experimental programme, the loop has been rebuilt and a
new cold trap installed. The next phase of the studies aims to establish the chemical form and
structure of the material depositing in the deposition tube of the loop.
Reconstruction of the Active Mass Transfer loop at Harwell is nearing completion. A number of
significant changes have been made to improve the availability of the loop, sodium sampling and
temperature control/monitoring.
Studies at BNL and Nottingham University on the behaviour of caesium in sodium have been
completed. No significant penetration of caesium into steels has been found under conditions appropri
ate to the fast reactor; penetration has been detected, however, from caesium/sodium mixtures
containing high levels of oxygen, making it difficult to remove the caesium from the steels by water
washing.
Laboratory work is continuing to provide data on the equilibrium solubility in sodium of elements
that are formed as activation products or are present in structural materials. Currently, 'ie'erminations
of nickel and cobalt solubility are being made: preliminary results indicate cobalt solubilities of less
than 3ppb at 450°C and 40 ppb at 650°C.

6.2
6.2.1

Sodium impurity monitoring instrumentation
Oxycen

me:srs

The Droduction of filfc 1IA oxygen meterb has continued at AERE witn enly minor problems,
some of wnich were associated with ageing production plan:. A significant number of rreters has been
supplied to related organisations and calibration is now ofiereb as a service. Two units failed after
operation for 700-800 oays. I: is believed that their 'failure' was due to mechanical tiamage during
removal from the loop, after a heater failure caused irreversible plugging. Post-mortcn examination
showed no signs of chemical attack of the ceramic by the sodium.
A Harwell Mk IIA oxygen meter operated satisfactorily for 6 months on the PFR Eecondary Cold
Trap Loop before failure that in this case apaeared to be dut to hair-line cracks in the ceramic. The
cracking may have resulted from unacceptably rapid and frequent temperature changes. Again there
was no evidence of chemical attack of the ceramic by the sodium.

Work has started on ihe development of a Mk ill oxygen meter which will be suitable for installa
tion in a fast reactor primary circuit. It employs a conical ceramic-to-metal joint using active metal braze
to give a vacuum-tight joint. Renewed efforts are being made to develop a 'compression' type joint
as a quick means of providing meters for the PFH primary circuit.
Calibrations of an ln-ln,0 3 reference electrode oxygen meter have been made at BNL by oxygen
gas additions. A preliminary solubility expression for oxygen in sodium has been derived, and is in good
agreement with the RNL solubility equation.
6.2.2

Hydrogen

meters

BNL galvanic cells have continued to perform satisfactorily on loops at RNL. GEC Whetstone
and elsewhere. A loop at BNL has been modified to incorporate a number of meters so that meter-tometer emf variations can be investigated. Previous experimental runs on the Sodium Technology Loop
at RNL are being assessed to compare electrochemical meter and cold trap performance.
6.2.3

Carbon

meters

Manufacture of carbon meters has progressed satisfactorily at AERE. The meter installed on the
Secondary Cold Trap Loop at PFR has performed well since its installation at the end of 1980, and that
on the primary circuit is still operating satisfactorily. Good progress has been made on the develop
ment of an automatic meter, the control of which is provided by an Intel microprocessor.
6.2.4

Oxygen and carbon meter

experience

on PFR

Oxygen levels in the secondary circuit, as determined by the Harwell MkllA meter attached to
the Secondary Cold Trap Loop (see Section 6.2.1) have agreed well with plugging meter results at
moderate saturation temperatures (below 180°C); at higher saturation temperatures, some dis
crepancies have been detected and efforts are being made to resolve these. Carbon activities in the
secondary circuits have generally been measured at the 10" 2 level at around 500 0 C.

6.4
6.4. J

Plugging

meter experience

on PFR

Primary circuit plugging temperatures continue to be measured on PFRusing the cold trap loop
inlet plugging meter. Results generally have been in good agreement with hydrogen measurements
made with the aid of the Harwell carbon meter membranes and with measurements of the hydrogen
content of the reactor gas blanket.
6.3

Sodium removal and decontamination

Experiments have continued at RNL on the distillation of clean sodium from trapped volumes in
test pieces at 300°C (now regarded as a minimum for practical purposes). Distillation times were
broadly in agreement with Langmuir evaporation theory. Distillation of oxide contaminated sodium
(45 g) from a trapsed volume required 60h at 450 = C ior complete removal. At present, equipment is
being set up to assess tne effectiveness of water v2pour-nitrogen mixtures in removing sodium from
crevices in simulates" IHX comrjonenis.
Studies to determine tne potential of cnemical reagents in metal removai during decontamina
tion of Types 3 0 - . 31 6 and 321 stainiess steels are continuing at Harwell. Currently, interest is centred
on a 2-j5b glycolic'2-J-9b citric acid used at 70°C either oxyoen-laden (^ 8 ppml or oxygen-deficient
K O I ppm). Increasing ihe sensitisation time to which the steels have been subjected appeared to
increase the metal removed by this solution. There is some evidence to suggest that with sensitised
steels, the oxygen-deficient reagent was the more effective in metal removal. Further tests with
specimens sensitised for long periods (500-1000 h) are planned.

Impurity

control

The CEG3/GEC collaborative investigations have continued with studies of the precipitation
kinetics of sodium oxide and hydride. Careful control of the sodium chemistry coupled with the
responses of the electrochemical oxygen and hydrogen meters on the loop enabled the individual
species and their interaction to be studied. The performance of the cold trap on the test loop has been
reconciled with observations of flow patterns in a full-scale water model. The computer programme
TRAP, which models cold trap performance, is now being used routinely to determine the distributions
of sodium oxide and hydride in the trap. A replacement trap is being constructed that will provide data
to improve computer models of trap performance.
At BNL, an apparatus to investigate the interaction of hydrogen and oxygen in solution in
sodium has been constructed. Atom ratios and equilibrium constants have been determined at 300°470°C. It has been established that hydroxide is produced and that the equilibrium constant varies
little with temperature.
6.4.2

Liquid

metal

disposal

NaK disposal has continued to dominate the DFR decommissioning programme. Some 601 of
secondary NaK has been spray burned, and a further 501 disposed of by the now favoured Hydroxide
Conversion Process (injection of an atomised spray of NaK into a 40% solution of sodium/potassium
hydroxide using nitrogen as the pressurising gas). Currently the disposal plant is being modified in
preparation for processing the 57 t of primary NaK.
Facilities have been set up to investigate the removal of active caesium from primary NaK using
a reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) trap. Preliminary runs with the trap have removed less caesium
than expected and investigations are under way, which it is hoped will lead to an improvement in its
performance.
6.4.3

6.2.5

S o d i u m c h e m i s t r y and technology

Sodium-water

reactions

Studies of water/steam leaks into sodium have continued at DNE. Tests to determine the
penetration time, diameter and wastage pit profile for 2^Cr/1 Mo evaporator tubing due to steam
injections (0-1 5 to 5'8g/sec) into sodium at 470°C have been made. At the higher injection rates.
toroidal wastage occurred, whereas at the lower rates, the wastage areas were simple pits. In the
latter case penetration times were longer than expected from empirical wastage repressions.
The Super-NOAH rig at DNE has been commissioned for a series of intermediate leak 150-2000
g/sec) tests to determine whether the reaction front is sufficiently stable to cause corrosion and subse
quent penetration cf nearby tubes.
6.4.4

Carbon in

sodium

Preliminary experiments have been conducted at BNL to investigate the suparate effects of
hydrogen on the output of the electrochemical carbon meter (employing a high melting lithium
carbonate'sooium carbonate electrolyte) so that signals produced by oil ingress may be more readily
interpreted. In conjunction with carjsule tests, tne reaction of oil injected into sodium at 400 : C in в
small pumped loop has oeen studied. .Results show that hydrogen released from the sodium-oil
reaction rapidly dissolves in me sodium (as indicated by an immediate resoonse from the meter). Some
caseous hydrogen and methane were also produced, in agreement with results from other labora
tories. The loop cold trap contents are being examined for carbonaceous products.

6.4.5

Ganma-scans

of PFR intermediate

heat

exchanger

ln-situ axial gamma-scans of two IHXs have been made by thermoluminescence dosimetry. The
scans were separated by a 20-month interval, during which time, the internal activity of the IHX had
doubled, but was still 100 times.less than (pessimistic) calculations predicted. The level of gammaemitting species averaged 0-2 uCi/crrr, giving a calculated maximum dose at a position on the external
surface of less than 200 mR/h.
6.4.6

Hydrogen

ingress

to PFR secondary

sodium

Hydrogen ingress rates, measured by the sodium phase hydrogen detection equipment, have
continued to decrease thus reducing the load on the secondary circuit cold trap loop. Currently rates
are 0-06-0-14 g/h'circuit and are approaching those predicted from laboratory experiments.
6.5

W a t e r circuits

Wo serious problems have peen encountered with organic impurities in Vie raw water supplied
to the PFF. site during the past vear. The organic removal efficiency of tne pre-treaimen: piant has
been high iaround S0?o). During the minor organic surge (up to 15 ppm) in Juno 19S1. г slrght reduc
tion in water through-put between resin generations acnieved an efficiency of 76?6. Tests with the
pre-treatment Dian; resins during later minor organic surges have indicatec the most promising
arrangement of resin beos to give optimum organic removal. The effects of the minor organic surges
on the performance of the make-up plant have been minimal due to good performance of the resin.
During normal operation, drum water sulphate levels have ranged up to 100 ppb. However,
after a trip or shut-down, levels rose quickly to around 400ppb, indicating hide-out in the evaporator
magnetite during normal operation. The performance of both the make-up and condensate polishing
plants is currently being assessed in an attempt to increase their efficiency in sulphate removal and
hence alleviate the problem.

Sodium leaks, fires a n d aerosols

Performance tests at BNL with graphite-based extinguishants have shown that Graphex is
superior to Marcalina when applied to shallow, low temperature (400°-460°C) sodium pool fires.
Further tests are planned with fires comprising small area/deep pools of sodium at temperatures
greater than 650°C. In addition, tests to study the behaviour and efficiency of Graphex are planned by
DNE and RNL. and are expected to involve one or two large pool fires.
At AEEW, development of methods to produce standard aerosols for calibration of particle
sampling and sizing equipment has advanced to a stage where one device — the May Spinning Top —
has been shown to be satisfactory. It has been made portable arid is capable of generating aerosols at
any locality provided a compressed air supply is available. An aluminium Andersen impactor and a
Stober centrifuge are being used to sample various haematite aerosols from the Spinning Top. Develop
ment of a sodium oxide generator is under way at Essex University: it is planned to use this facility for
coagulation studies of sodium fire aerosols.
Assessments of the effects of hot sodium leakage at around 560°C. in air, onto the concrete
beneath the PFR passive fire suppression system have continued at DNE. The fire suppression system,
consisting of a shallow version of a Karlsruhe cover, performed well with sodium burning tasting for
only 1 0 minutes. Temperature measurements indicated that there were no significant sodium-concrete
reactions even with pool depths of 2 5-30 cm.
6.6

6.7

Sodium vapour, heat a n d mass transfer

Investigations into heat and mass transfer across a fast reactor cover gas space have continued
at AERE using air/water analogue techniques. Currently specific geometries include cylindrical (adaptor
tubes), annular, and parallel plate (multi-plate roof insulation). Simultaneously, a theoretical model
is being developed in conjunction with NNC for free convection in either gaps or tubes in the above
sodium environment. Equipment which will permit measurements of heat and mass transfer in a
convecting sodium/argon system will be available at AERE in the near future, and will provide the link
between theory and data from the earlier air/water analogue studies.
Preparations for measurements of the emissivity of sodium are nearing completion at Man
chester University. To validate the technique, measurements of the apparent eminance of stainless
steel have been made in a mock-up test section.

7.
7.1
7.1.1

ENGINEERING COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

Components
Primary

pumps

A two stage centrifugal pump style has been chosen for the CDFR as this gives the necessary
high pressure performance with a relatively small overall diameter. A design objective has been to
evolve a pump which will operate without cavitation both to permit a boiling noise detection system
and to avoid cavitation erosion.
A 1/4 scale hydraulic test rig has been in operation for over two years and this has been used
primarily to examine the hydraulic performance of a series of experimental impellers. The work has
resulted in the design of a quiet cavitation-free two-stage impeller running at 360 rpm. Adequate
hydrodynamic sodium bearing stiffness has been demonstrated over a wide range of operating condi
tions including when the valve is closed against a full pump head.
It has been established that the 360 rpm two stage impeller could be manufactured by normal
sand casting and hand fettling techniques to sufficiently close tolerances to give cavitation-free opera
tion.
The hydraulic programme is to be extended to assess the feasibility of increasing the pump
speed to 450/480 rpm in order to reduce the cost and size of the pumps and hence reduce the dia
meter of the primary vessel.
7.;.2

HAUP

pumps

Work has continued on the development of the Helical Annular Linear Induction EM Pump
(HALIP). This type of pump comprises a 6-start helical coil of mineral insulated cable wound on a
ferritic former having salient poles, and inserted into a ferritic tube which forms a sodium annulus with
longitudinal baffles to encourage axial flow of the sodium. This type of pump can be used fully
immersed in the primary sodium circuit at temperatures up to 600CC and has the advantage that the
windings can be withdrawn and replaced without disturbing the pump duct and connecting pipework.

Two prototype pumps are currently under test. The larger is 133 mm dia x 1000 mm long, pro
ducing 3 litres/sec at 80 KPa head. The flu* distribution within the (low gap is being investigated using
a small linear model on which the core profile of any pump can be reproduced and the 'flow' gap
varied. Measurements have shown a high harmonic content with a particularly large fifth harmonic. A
theoretical analysis indicates the absence of even harmonics and large 5th and 7th harmonics. Thus
flux distorting waveform is stationary in space.
7.1.3

Alternative

shutdown

7.1.5

A one metre high portion of under sodium insulation is under test in the Risley Nuclear Labora
tories. It consists of a pack of vertical stainless steei sheets with sodium between them, and the object
of the experiment is to measure the effect of sodium leakages past the edges of the plates. The
experimental results show gratifying agreement with a computer code which has been developed to
predict the performance of this type of insulation.
7.1.6

This system is being tested in water using a jet pump to simulate the HALIP pump. Tests have
included a wide range of pressures and flows for one. two or three absorber rods connected to each
pump. About 200 drops have been carried out (compared with an estimated 3 drops/year in the
reactor).
The rods are stable in all modes of operation except when the flow is only just sufficient to hold
the rod up. This flow condition only exists briefly during a rod drop and conditions change so rapidly
in this event that no instability is seen. When design flow is applied and after the rods are lifted with
the resetting tool, they will recock with certainty in all cases.
The resetting tool gripper head being tested is identical to that proposed for the reactor. The
main channel resetting tool has consistently picked up (latched) and released (delatched) the rod on
some 300 occasions. For both two and three rod combinations, when one rod is pushed out of its seal
housing, the others drop off and fall. The effect of surrounding fuel sub-assembly flows on drop time
and stability still needs to be examined, and preparations are being made to carry out seismic tests.
Tube bundle

insulation

system

CDFR will be provided with an additional core shutdown system entirely separate from the
primary systems of control rods and shutdown rods, and of a completely different design. In the
alternative system. 6 absorber rods are held out above the core by sodium pressure provided by HALIP
pumps, and are released by interrupting the electric power supply to the HALIP pumps. The rods are
initially cocked using a tool suspended from the rotating shield which is then withdrawn so that there
is no direct connection between the rods and the roof. This ensures that the functioning of these rods
is independent of relative motion between the core and the Above Core Structure, such as might occur
in a seismic event.

7.1.4

Under sodium

vibration

In order to carry out studies on the vibration of tube bundles in steam generators and lHXs, a
full scale 120°"sector model of a PFR Replacement Superheater Bundle has been constructed. It is
supplied on the shell side with water at (or above) full design flow, and measurements of the tube vibra
tion are taken by inserting accelerometers down the tube bores.
In order to simulate variations in individual tube supports, the model grids contain a range of
grid/tube clearances. Additionally the grids are adjustable radially so that a range of tube/grid side
loadings can be applied. ЯпаНу, the axial positron of the grids is adjustable so that the effect of varia
tions in grid spacing can be examined.
This rig will provide information on the amplitude of tube vibration under a range of conditions.
This will be combined with information on the wear rates at the grid/tube contact points to produce
estimates of the tube bundle life.

Failed fuel

detection

The MKIV Burst Pin Detection thimble has been manufactured and installed in the PFR in place
of the MKIII thimble which has been removed. The MKIV loop incorporates a high temperature helical
annular linear EM Induction Pump (HALIP). This is the first HALIP pump to be installed in a reactor
environment.
7.1.7

Under sodium

viewer

The ultrasonic under sodium viewer for the Prfi is now available for use at DWE. It comprises an
array of 12 ultrasonic transducers mounted on the end oi a 10 mm long vertical tuhe which will be
loaoed into a penetration in the PFR rotating shield. The array will be traversed over the core by
rotating both the rotating shield and the viewer tube itself. It will monitor the relative positions ol the
tops of tne individual suo-assemblies and the reiative heignts of the Individual wrappers to an accuracy
of ± i mm.
7.1.8

Structural

monitoring

The restricted means of access, compact layout and hostile environmental conditions of an
LMF3R do not favour periodic NOT inspections of all components within the primary containment with
out long and expensive shut-downs. There is thus an incentive to reek other methods of monitoring the
condition of the reactor internals to supplement (or even replace) special NDT examinations.
One possible approach is to treat the reactor internals in the same way as a non-nuclear struc
ture would be. namely, by using permanently-installed sensors :•"> detect any excessive strains or distor
tions at critical points on component members or at their associated welds. Such sensors would have
to operate in an active environment with sodium temperatures up to 600"C. conditions not catered for
by commercial steady-state devices. In suppet of this continuous monitoring approach, a development
programme has been put in hand, aimed at producing a range of in-pile metrology de-vices capable of
meeting most requirements. Several candidate sensors are being developed.
7.2
7.2.1

Coolant c i r c u i t s t u d i e s
Primary

circuit

The primary circuit of CDrR comprises a hot pool with a free surface and a cold pool below the
diagrid. these two being separated by a stagnant intermediate plenum.
Flow patterns in the hot pool are being investigated in 1/15 scale water models, using brine to
simulate cold sodium during transients resulting from reactor trips. Similarly flow patterns in the cold
pool are being investigated in a 1/12 scale water model using methanol to simulate hot sodium result
ing from secondary circuit trips.

Condiiions in the stagnant intermediate plenum are being investigated under a range of thermal
conditions using various water and liquid metal rigs. In the water rigs, two-colour laser-doppler anemometry is being employed to measure local turbulence parameters to aid the development of relevant
computer codes.
7.2.2

Thermal

Immediately the reactor was shut-down, measurements were me Je at DNf£ of guide tube bow or
height change using the charge machine. In the two worst cases, the guide tub»? bows were found to
be intermediate between the Best Estimate and OSP values.
8.3

striping

Post-irradiation results

As mentioned in previous reviews, flow and power variations between individual sub-assemblies
particularly at the core/blanket boundary, lead to significant temperature differences between the
streams of sodium emerging from adjacent sub-assemblies. These streams of sodium at differing
temperatures retain their thermal identity for a substantial distance down-stream and, since the flow
is unsteady, any structure immersed in this flow is subjected to fluctuating sodium temperatures. This
phenomenon, known as thermal striping, causes the surface temperature of the structure to fluctuate,
leading in turn to cyclic thermal straining and possible surface crack formation and propagation.

The original basis of material information for predicting how the PFR core would distort was the
irradiation data obtained in DFR. and to a lesser extent, from other sources. The most important consideration was Neutron Induced Void (NIV) swelling, with a much smaller contribution from Irradiation
Creep (in the nominally free-standing PFH core). The major materials involved were

A new air model has been commissioned in which э core flow pattern may be simulated by
controlling the flow to about i 1% with pre-set gags and prescribed temperatures set with individually
controlled heaters in each core and blanket model sub-assembly. Models of the blanket, blanket reflec
tor and some outer core sub-assemblies have temperature sensors both within the sub-assembly and
at the reactor thermocouple position. The temperatures may therefore be set either to that recorded in
the reactor or that predicted by reactor physics calculations.

The two dominant dependencies of void swelling are the temperature dependence and the dose
(displacements per atom) (dpa) dependence.

Wrappers: Nimonic PE16, EN58B stainless steel (cold worked)
Cladding: M316 (cold worked)

The present position deduced from PFR data may be summarised as follows

Using this rig the thermal striping amplitudes in the PFR above-core region, corresponding to
any core loading, can be predicted with considerable accuracy. These are then compared with allow
able values determined using a design fatigue curve and a Miners-law type summation.

6.
E.I

FUEL A N D CORE C O M P O N E N T S

Introduction

Fas! reactor driver fuel in Prr. has now reached a peak of 8-29£ burn-up witnout a single pin
failure being detected. Tne ias: reactor run was the longest undertaken, of 90 efpd, compared with the
reactor design basis of 42 days. The question which this achievement raises is whether this type of
fuel can reach 10 or 15?6 burn-up in the more demanding CDrr conditions of oose and temperature
and under routine operational conditions, without the present analysis and monitoring to which every
PFR core component is currently subjected.
8.2

For the last reload. RL 5. the predictions were that between 2 and 10 guide tubes might need
changing so that they would not stick by Reload 6: the expectation was that 2 or 3 would have to be
changed. In addition, 55 sub-assembly rotations were specified ю ensure that fuel could continue
beyond RL 6 if that were otherwise desirable without the risk of excessive mechanical loads being
needed for their discharoe.

PE16 has shown greater swelling than was expected from DFR data until the last run,
when it reverted to dose to the earlier expectation in sub-assembly wrappers.

(ii)

EN58B as a wrapper material initially showed swelling in accord with the rules but in the
last run showed a decrease in swelling compared with prediction.

(iii)

The clad material M316 is behaving as expected with a much smaller scatter than was
seen previously in DFR.

A material which is strongly favoured as a low swelling material is ferritic r.teel of around 12%
chromium content. The data position known to the UK is that in neutron irradiations carried out by the
UK, the alloys Fl, FV"ii8 and FV607 have shown no measurable swelling up to 29 dpa. and the French
have reported low swelling Hess than 1 volume per cent! in 12 chrome and 17 cnrorne steels at
120 ops K'RT. The first ferritic wrapper for irradiation in the Prr. will be available in a SLib-sssembly in
Koverr.oer 1S32.
The choice of a wrapper for a restrained core must have adeouato properties in terms of

Operational p l a n n i n g c o n n e c t e d w i t h PFR core c o m p o n e n t s

Two significant developments have occurred during the year. Firstly, for absorber rod guide
tubes, a 'mixed' calculation routine has been operated in which the behaviour of the sub-assemblies
is assumed to follow 'Best Estimate* (BE) swelling and creep, but the guide tubes are assumed to be on
adverse d a t a - o n e sigma pessimistic (OSP). This significantly reduces the pessimism of the earlier
adverse calculations undertaken to try to achieve the maximum component dwell-time without serious
sticking occurring in the reactor. The second development is the exiensive use of PEBBLE, a specialised absorber rod and guide tube distortion code, the use of which has revealed that significant
restraint to guide tube bow derives from the extension rods supporting absorbers from the above-core
structure.

(i)

(i)

Swelling resistance up tc 100-150 dpa

liii

Irradiation creep strength

(iii'

Fracture toughness

(iv)

Fabricability.

The policy adapted to date in the UK has been to include in materials rigs specimens with a
range of compositions to study both the mechanism of swelling and to select preferred materials. As
wrappers or clad tubes, a much narrower range has been included. It would seen/ that the PFR data
obtained to date support the policy of including a range of materials until a body of high dose data
obtained under constant and controlled conditions in component form leads to ti clear selection.
8.4

Design of fuel p i n s

The first driver fuel design io' PFR designated 0101 is no longer in producticn. The eggbox grid
style used over the lower blanket region has been replaced by honeycombs in the interim oesign 0 1 4 1 .
Tnis in turn is bjing modified to allow extra axial clearance for differential pin growth relative to the
wrapper (removing a potential burn-up limitation). A concomitant of this and manufacturing considerations is the adoption of positive end holding of pins in a new design 0142: this will go into production

in 1982/83. It is envisaged that this will be replaced in due course by an optimised version 0143 when
adequate work has been undertaken on grid spacing, pin bowing, experimental endurance testing, etc.
his 0143 design will then be in close support of the parallel CDFR design.

T

Two areas of design study have been to the fore during the year, in addition to the substantial
amount of routine work involved in the design steps outlined above. These are the assessment of the
likelihood of differential pin/wrapper growth leading to a take-up of the axial clearance, and secondly
the consequencies which could result from further pin growth beyond that point.
The consequences of pins reaching an end stop and buckling have been examined in a number
of theoretical and experimental studies: both irradiation and thermal creep could be involved. It has
been concluded that whilst early failure of the fuel could occur, the mode of failure and subsequent
deterioration would not require abnormal operational action.

8.7

Gel fuel

Until recently the overall balance of fuel cycle considerations appeared to be likely to favour gel
vibro as the preferred fuel form, determined by a strong manufacturing preference. Indeed, a view had
been given that it might be impracticable to make pellet fuel except by remote processing in the longer
run. This stance has been modified on the basis of further experience of powder plants and it is now
assumed that powder pellet routes will be viable for the next phase of fast reactor installation in the UK.
The earlier plan to produce a tonne of gel granules from the Windscale Gel Pilot Plant and can
these for irradiation in PFR has now been modified. A substantial rounding-off programme is well in
hand for mounting in PFR, comprising standard and highly rated vibro pins and pellet pins. Harwell
are developing direct pellets made from gel granules for possible irradiation trialt in PFR. The first gel
vibro cluster has been loaded in PFR.

The work reported on PFR fuel is very directly applicable to CDFH. The controlling dose level is
increased in CDrR by some 20%, which might transpire to be directly translatable in terms of achievable burn-up: CDFR nominal temperatures are 30°C lower than nominal PFR temperatures, a substantial change from thermal creep considerations.

9.
9.1

8.5

The support of the outer regions of the core and the neutron shield within the core restraint
barrel has been considerably simplified by the adoption of a low pressure plenum mounted above the
diagrid. In total, the low pressure plenum is found to have substantial advantages in co9t. complexity
and safety.
Restrained core design

A substantial programme of work utilising the restrained core calculation code CRAMP has been
carried out with the main aim of demonstrating adequate core performance with sub-assemblies manufactured to obtainable tolerances. The better understanding of restrained core performance provided
through CRAMP, and also by work using the restrained core dynamic physics code CRAFT, has shown
that the across-pad tolerances can sensibly be increased. This relaxation of pad tolerance, along with a
relaxation of the manufactured sub-assembly bow tolerance, iea.as to a design far better suited to likely
manufacturing abilities.
Refuelling loads for the restrained core remain a source of concern. On balance, the available
materials and tribology information suggest that the existing designs will be satisfactory. However, the
considerable uncertainties in this information do not put this conclusion beyond argument.
In order to underwrite the restraint plane mathematical modelling in CRAMP, a uni-plane rig
CRUPER which will incorporate 91 hexagons, is being produced and is in the final stage Di manufacture.
It is hoped that this rig will start operation early in 1982.
A full scale 3 dimensional rig has been set-up incorporating an array of model restrained core
sub-assemblies with a 3 plane restraining system. The purpose of this rig is to produce geometrical
and functional information which will be important evidence supporting the ability to set-up and refuel
a restrained core. The initial experiments have indicated: firstly, the considerable rigidity of a restrained
core which leads to the suggestion that flow induced vibration effects will be minimal: and secondly,
that sub-assembly dimensional tolerancing and external geometries need to be carefully selected in
order to minimise difficulties on the initial core build.
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General survey

Sub-assembly support

The development of the single element style of core support has continued. A detailed design
of support tube for fuel sub-assemblies has been prepared incorporating design views on manufacturing and hydraulic requirements. One such tube will shortly be procured by BNFL for vibration testing.

8.6

SAFETY

The general position has not changed, being overshadowed by the forthcoming Public Inquiry
on the first PWR proposed to be built in the UK. Some fast reactor effort has been redirected towards
particular PWR topics which have a close relationship with Fast Reactor safety work such as molten
fuel/coolant interactions and the cooling of paniculate core debris after a melt-our accident. The situation on the Inquiry will be watched with considerable interest as it may well set precedents for the UK
which will have to be taken into account in deciding the emphasis to be placerj on the various fast
reactor safety topics.
Continued operation of PFR has again added weight to the evidence thai fast reactor fuel has
good endurance in normal conditions with a very low frequency for spontaneous failures which would
develop into serious fuel damage. This good record means that data on the way in which endurance
failures may degenerate into more serious faults and knowledge of the accompanying detection signals
are only accumulating slowly. Evidence is mounting that any local blockage needs to be both large and
impermeable before there is risk of propagation.
The results of the hypothetical excursion yield analysis programme are continuing to predict-a
low nuclear yield in the event of a core melt down accident. A major factor is the failure mode of pins
under rapid transient conditions, and the anticipated satisfactory mode for irradiated pins needs to be
confirmed over the next few years from the results of the collaborative programmes on PFR/TREAT
and CABRI (see below).
Tne low nuciear yield from HCDAs with little core dispersion leaves open to question the
possiple transitional behaviour before a steady state cooiabie core condition is obtained. It is oossible
that subsequent interaction between molten fuei and sodium can ccntriDute sicnifican: energetics to
stress the containment or give rise to quasi static containment pressures. The inboilitv to remove neat
from tne partially blocked core may also lead to further melting and recriticality. Investigation of these
topics can be performed using the US code SIMMER, a complex multi-fluid code incorporating heat
transfer effects. The code has been acouired and preliminary runs periormed.
During the year an IVVGFR specialist meeting .was held to discuss design features affecting
the dynamic behaviour of LMFBR cores. Features of major safety interest to the UK were the possible
design of the system to give inherent safety in the event of failure of the automatic protection gear to
operate, and the safety features connected with the design of a core having a low positive void
coefficient of reactivity.

At the meeting it was agreed thar it was not possible to make a dear decision on the merits and
demerits of the "inherently safe' design until the requirements of the licensing authorities were better
known. On the topic of low Dositive void coefficient designs, it was agreed that there is as yet insuffi
cient theoretical and experimental evidence to form any firm conclusions. The USA is the only country
w" ; ch finds small safety advantages in such designs which might make them easier to licence.
Generally other countries thought that such a design need not be adopted unless it gave some other
improvement in performance, reliability or breeding.

Fas: reactor safety work has also continued at CcGB Berkeley Laboratories but at a rather
reduced pace because of concentration on PWR studies. The fast reactor work has included tempera
ture noise monitoring, molten fuel/coolant interaction studies and the reactivity effects of interwrapper
sodium voiding. Further reference to this is included under the specialist topic headings.

After a reactor has been shutdown, i; is important to be able to remove the decay heat and an
extra dimension to safety is added if this can be achieved without invoking the need for external power
supplies to drive the coolant pumps. If, for some reason natural circulation flow is slow to start, some
stagnation and sodium boiling could occur. Such boiling should not prove hazardous and the buoyancy
head provided by the sodium vapour should initiate natural circulation flow. An experiment has been
proposed which would test the anticipated favourable behaviour under the above decay heat conditions
using an electrically heated 19-pin test section at appropriately low flows and power.

9.2.1

Further assessment of mechanically energetic incidents arising from single sub-assembly faults
has indicated that in a CDFR core about 60 sub-assemblies would require to be simultaneously dis
placed towards the centre of the core, by taking up the inter-wrapper gaps, before there was any possi
bility of this displacement adding sufficient reactivity to result in a core melt-down. Tests have shown
that the energy required to displace sub-assemblies dynamically is very tow in a free-standing core.
The sub-assembly bending required in a restrained core would require an appreciable increase in dis
placement energy but one that is still small compared with the theoretical energy available in an
energetic molten fuel coolant interaction. The demonstration that such compaction is unlikely cannot
therefore be based simply on the energetics. A more detailed knowledge of the processes is needed.
An alternative way of demonstrating the low probability of an accident connected with compaction
would be to demonstrate that molten fuel faults can be detected at an early stage, that the molten fuel
does not lead to melt-through of the side of the wrapper and that molten fuel/coolant interaction
conversion efficiency is low.
A promising method of early fault detection is by the boiling noise produced as the fault block
age develops. An array of acoustic sensors is being developed which should have the advantage of
being able to locate the fault and to eliminate the effects of noises external to the core.
The analysis of primary containment response to energetic events has proceeded satisfactorily
during the year. A need to modify the hydrodynamic codes to take into account the effect of roof
deflection has been identified and code modifications are proceeding. Further tests are envisaged to
check both the hydrodynamic and structural response aspects. Tests to assess the dynamic response
of other structural items such as core support structure. IHX. decay heat loops and primary pumps are
also envisaged. A further item to be noted is the possibility of the whole reactor jumping by aoout
100 mm due to the temporary imbalance of dynamic forces which would exist during the excursion.
This requires attention to be given in the design to the sealing arrangements between reactor and
supports so that the integrity of the secondary containment is not thereby imciaired. and to flexibility of
secondary sodium pipework.

Э.2

Norma/

operation

The incidence of generic pin failures in experimental and prototype reactors worldwise has been
low. the most direct and relevant experience coming from Phenix and PFR. Failure modes are benign
and there is no evidence that non-fissile debris has accumulated in coolant channels so as to produce
hotspots. Some evidence from experiments in Mol 7B and SHOE suggest that the rate of swelling can
be sufficiently high after failure to warrant removal after 7 days, but UK evidence.' points to it being safe
to leave failed fuel in the reactor for up to 60 days. Fuel composition, stoichiometry and temperature
л/ill all have a significant effect on swelling behaviour and defect propagation. However, single endur
ance swelling failures will not seriously obstruct coolant flow and the probability of any such local
blockage propagating is very low.
9.2.2

Failure under hypothetical

severe transient

conditions

It may be desirable to examine reactor behaviour under hypothetical severe accident conditions
involving failure of the reactor protection systems. The mode of fuel failure will affect the disruptive
energy developed by the core and the extent to which the containment is stressed. Experiments to
determine the fuel behaviour under these conditions is provided by TREAT (under The PFRAREAT
agreement with the US) and by CABRI (with France, Germany and other CABRI partners). The CABRI
work complements the PFRAREAT work in that it enables faster transients to be injected, simulating
more severe accident conditions. Some suggestions have been made by USNRC experts that the
transients simulated in this way are unnecessarily severe, but at present some form of hypothetical
accident conditions such as sudden core compaction from an energetic sub-assembly failure, might be
postulated to give rise to such rapid transient conditions and the series is seen as a useful extension to
the information obtained from the US.
9.2.3

CABRI analysis

Precalculations have successfully predicted the timing and location of failure which is encoura
ging evidence that the phyica! understanding of failure phenomena is basically sound. Developments
to the NASLIP and PINEX-AR codes used tn modelling sodium boiling and fuel failure have continued
to extend their range of application, one particular feature worth noting is the ability now of NASLIP to
provide a limited treatment of reversed inlet flow which occurs in the loss of flaw test series.
9.2.4

Fast.reactor safety assessment work in KM Nuclear Installations inspectorate (N11) has continued
at a low level because of limited staff resources and the higher priority given to other systems, parti
cularly tne PWR. The N'll has retained a small research propramme on fast reactor topics. A stuoy of
heterogeneous core concents, whicn was being done in partnership with the UKAEA. has been success
fully completed. A computational study of fas: reactor fuei Din moaeilinc and experimental work on the
initiation of flow anc! pressure o'Op when fluid is suocentv forced tnroucn a perforated piate are being
completed. Experimental work in film boiling in iiouid sootum is oeing extended to temperatures above
500=C. Transient boiiing at high heat fluxes is being studieo by heating a tnin wire m water at rates
above 10* deg K/'s. Experimental work on the measurement of carpon in sodium is osing used as the
basis for studies of the effect of carburtsation in creep-fatigue situations. The chemistrv of the reactions
between sodium and concrete is aiso being studied.

Fuel failure

PFR1TREAT

High ramp rate tests on single pins have been performed in TREAT on both irradiated and un
irradiated UK type pins. Two bundles of 7 pins have been tested. A further number of irradiated stan
dard PFR pins have been sent to LISA for testing and the first irradiation of US pins has commenced in
PFR. Some initial results will be presented at the Lyons conferencs on safety in July 1982.
9.2.5

Code development

and

analysis

Cccc development nas ce'r.trcd around the TRAF1C fuei eiement тсзеМн-с соз&. Progress ПЗЕ
been rapid during the pss; year, durina whicn TKAFiC nas superseaeri the FrUWiP code for safety
applications. Tne code has tne auiiity to analyse fuel performance durinc fast 'enctor operation and
during transient experiments on ires'r, and pre-irradisteo fuei.
'

The major aspect of the TRAFIC code development has been the provision of a version то treat
irradiated fuel. Particularly important here has been the successful integration <;t gas release and
swelling models into TRAFIC. AERE staff have develooed recently a new model to treat the behaviour,
within an intact fuel pin. of molten fuel containing fission gas, and are engaged currently in incor
porating this model into TRAFIC. This facility will be required to analyse PFR/TREAT experiments on UK
annular pellet fuel. It allows the treatment of compressible flow.
Fuel performance calculations have been performed for pins from the first PrR clusters which
will be used in the early PFR/TREAT transient tests. These calculations are required by the US and UK
teams for the TREAT reactor safety case and to define the state of the fuel as the start of a TREAT
transient experiment. The TRAFJC code has also been applied to the initial analysis of the transient
tests conducted to bate, on previously unirradiated fuel pins.
The new TRAFIC code has also been used in the analysis of those CABRI transient tests per
formed so far; ar.d has also been employed to characterise the first batch of pre-irradiated CABRI last
pins. It has shown good agreement with early evidence from post-irradiation examination.
9.3

S o d i u m boiling

Consolidation and development of the code SABRE has continued and all previous versions
have been consolidated intc SABRE 3C. which covers gridded and wire wrapped clusters, single phase
transients and boiling in steady state. A new field of application for SABRE has been natural circulation
in blanket or core sub-assemblies. The necessary thermal hydraulic modelling has always existed in the
code but it is only recently that its ability to deal with power gradients, blockages and recirculation has
been exploited. It is anticipated that small amounts of boiling can also be handled but this still has to
be explored. The code has also been used to analyse the data obtained on the German KNS1 and 2
sodium boiling experiments.
To validate computer codes like SABRE a simulated rod bundle has been built and flow studies
are being made by the Laser Doppler Technique. In order to probe optically the 1 1 x 1 1 glass rod
bundle a liquid with the same refractive index must be used to simulate the coolant. This is achieved by
the temperature control of trichloroethylene. Measurements of velocity and turbulence are currently
being taken at Reynolds numbers up to 20,000.

At CEGE Berkeley Nuciear Laaoratories a multi-panicle Monte Carlo mocel of temperature noise
generation and decay has been validated against sodium pipe flow data. It has also bt-en used to simu
late accurately conditions in a sodium jet fiow experiment performeo at 5ML. Tne model has recently
been applies to the benaviour ol CDFR sub-assemblies witr. local blockages. Tne results are Deing used
to investigate the sensitivity of different trip algorithms appliec to temperature noist/ signals. A pro
gramme of work on me Safety Studies Section of the BNL No. 4 sndium loop has commenced. The
first phase, a study of temperature noise decay up to high Reynolds numbers, has been completed.
Data processing techniaues capable of improving acoustic detection of boiling have been
examined. The use of an array of transducers to locate a source by focussing on it ha:, been examined.
Other location techniques are being examined by RNL and a new powerful acoustic analysis system has
been delivered to RNL for this work.
3.4.2

Э.4.1

processing

It is considered that sufficient R&D work has been done to show that two diverse fail-safe hard
wired logic systems can be regarded as available for the CDFR Automatic Shutdown system, namely
Pulse-Coded Semiconductor Logic and "CANDI" Laddie. Both systems have self-diagnostic properties.
Demonstration systems which were constructed about 3 years ago continue to run satisfactorily on
existing thermal reactors (DIDO. BRADWELL. OLDBURY).
Since hardwired trip units and logic systems are impractical for individual sub-assembly protec
tion ioutlet temperature trip). RbD work was put in hand on a fail-safe, self-diagnustic, multiplexed
computer-based system. Following successful work with laboratory units, it was decided to construct
a representative, fully engineered model. The situation has now been reached in which both the Multi
plexer, the computer system and Automatic Test equipment have been successfully manufactured,
programmed and tested. The complete system has been transferred to CEGB Berkeley Nuclear
Laboratories and installed on an operating sodium rig. to enable its performance to be passively
monitored under operational conditions. Subject to satisfactory completion ol this phase, it is planned
to install the system in PFR in a similar role, to complete its evaluation.
9.5

9.4

Signal

Possible energetic m o l t e n f u e l / c o o l a n t interactions

Instrumentation
Detection

instrumentation

A magnetic 'high' temperature monitor based on Curie Point effects, suitable for blanket sub
assembly outlet temperature monitoring, has been demonstrated as being feasible. At least the inner
row of blanket sub-assemblies could be monitored by this means, using high-temperature fluxgate
magnetometers sited in the above-core structure proper, i.e. a few hundred millimetres away.
It is possible that rapid temperature variations Inoise) may be a more sensitive indicator of a
possible sub-assembly local blockage that the absolute level of temperature at the sub-assembiy outlet.
The refurbishing of the temperature noise rig to-incorporate a ho: water infection facility is now
complete. The measuring equipment allows an anemometer probe to be scanned through the flow to
give detailed measurement of velocity and turbulence profiles. The profiles are reauired for the
practical validation of the random flight model of turbulent flow. The model has been used in simula
tions of a blocked sub-assembly with a power gradient. The results show that the variance of the
temperature noise is not by itself a sensitive indicator of the presence of a blockage. However, if higher
order statistical moments of the noise signal are calculated then information about the position of a
blockage can be obtained.

S.5.7

Studies using thermite-generated

molten

(70 2

In one type of experiment, 500 g of molten UOj produced by a thermite chemical reaction
is injected into water or sodium. With injection into water, in a restricted volume environment, both
spontaneous and triggered interactions were observed over the whole range of initial water tempera
tures and pressures tested. The maximum yield observed in a spontaneous interaction was 7 kJ corres
ponding to 13% of the theoretical maximum value when based on the relatively small amount of
material that actually became involved in the explosion. The experiments confirm the importance of the
initial mixing stage and the difficulty of quickly mixing volumes of these materials without significant
cooling of the molten U0 3 .
When injected into sodium, multiple small interactions have been observed each with an energy
of about 100 J. The delayed reactions are believed to occur when sodium, having b(.-en expelled from
the restricted volume, re-enters and encounters molten fuel inside the restrictor tube.
In the sodium rig a restrictor tube has been used to restrict release in a similar way to the water
rig catchpots. As in the water rig. weak triggered interactions were obtained at ambient pressure,
whereas previously increased rig pressure was required. A second pressure pulse has aiso been
observed which would have been caused by sodium re-entry into the interaction zone. No spontaneous
reactions have been observed.

For both types of rig, a significant amount of effort has been put into improving the design of the
seals Dn the charge container; in order to resist the ingress of sodium better in the sodium rig and to
resist higher pressures and temperatures
in the water rig. This latter work will enable w o r k in the
100°C to 180°C temperature range to be carried out in the water rig.
Manufacturing faciliiies have been set up for alternative thermites (Fe/Ai.O, and Corium (simu
lated core debris materia!)}. Test firings of the Corium in overstrong containers s h o w e d that the burning
time was comparable to that of uranium tnermhe. ano the first experiments in w h i c h Corium was
relesseo into water have Deen оэпе. The results indicate that the thermal interaction is simitar to that
observed for uranium thermite. Further work will give valuable comparisons between materials w i t h
different properties released at different temperatures, s n c w i l l netp to relate W i n f r i t h work w i t h
uranium thermite to previous studies w i t h alternative thermites at Sandie.
In order to obtain data on the heat transfer in a rapid boiling interaction, another geometry is
being studied w h e r e sodium is encapsulated w i t h i n the m o l t e n material. This work has n o w been
extended to firing 5 kg charges containing up to 2 0 g s o d i u m in pellet f o r m . Single pellets gave fast
pressure rises (1 to 1 0 m sees) whilst multiple pellet system seemed to give about a factor of 10 slower.
The data are currently being analysed in order to get estimates of the heat transfer rates.
9.5.2

Other

work

Small scale experiments on vapour film collapse as a f r a g m e n t a t i o n mechanism are in progress
using an ultra high speed IMACON camera. Initial w o r k was carried out on a vapour film between г
liquid and solid surface (water droplet on a hot nickel spoon) w h e r e evidence of j e t t i n g was found
during film b r e a k d o w n . This work is currently being extended to the liquid/liquid case using hot
droplets of tin falling through water, but problems of triggering the film breakdown are holding up this
w o r k at the m o m e n t .
Construction w o r k on the new large scale M o l t e n Fuel Thermite Facility (MFTF) which can
investigate 2 0 kg of thermite interacting w i t h large a m o u n t s of sodium is n o w in progress. Civil work
is well advanced and on schedule, the concrete w o r k on the m a i n building being complete and leak
tes'ted. It is expected that the MFTF should be ready at the e n d of 1 9 8 2 .
A rig has been constructed at CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories in w h i c h small quantities
f— Wg) of U O : can be arc melted and dropped into sodium at a range of temperatures up to satura
t i o n . The arc melting technique has been developed using a non-active simulant. W h e n commissioning
is completed a series of experiments to investigate the f i l m boiling characteristics of sodium as a
function of sub-cooling will be carried out.
9.6
9.6.1

Core structure
Vapour

tests

explosions

as initiators

of whole

core

accidents

A n analysis of the reactivity consequences of incidents at the core/blanket boundary has been
made to assess the numbers of sub-assemblies w h i c h w o u l d need to be compacted towards the core
centre to produce sufficient reactivity to cause clad failure and hence propagation to a w h o l e core acci
dent situation. T w o extreme situations were analysed, the first being relevant to the elastic bending of
a large number of sub-assemblies taking up interwrapper gaps and the second to a plastic crushing of
a reduced number of sub-assemblies. This work, together w i t h subsequent consideration of calculational m e t h o d bias and uncertainty, resulted in the conclusion that for a core of CDFR size, the best
estimate values for the above t w o situations were 6 8 sub-assemblies for the bending mode and 19
for the crushing m o d e .

Core m o v e m e n t s have been studied using a l / 5 t h scale m o d e l of a free-standing core using
water to simulate the sodium and a chemical explosive as the energy source. W h e n gas was released
at the core axis, compaction equivalent to a reactivity gain of up to 5 0 cents followed the initial outs w i n g . The gain occurred about 0-5 sec after the event and followed a large 1 3 0 0 - 4 0 0 cents) negative
reactivity change w h i c h w o u l d initiate reactor s h u t d o w n . It has n e w been shown that these reactivity
excursions were produced by the reactor equivalent release of l O k J of mechanical energy.
9.6.2

Effect

of interwrapper

sodium

voiding

At CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, a code (BUG1S) to describe the- behaviour of bubbles
g r o w i n g and collapsing in the interwrapper sodium has been w r i t t e n to calculate any extra reactivity
contribution to MFCI-generated 'springback' and core compaction events arising from the voiding of
intsrwrapper sodium. The coae has been used to investigate the effects of t'ie site of the initiating
M r C I and of inter-sub-assembiy clearances on the peak reactivity.
3.6.3

Mechanical

damage

effects

The original concept of the hazard arising from an energetic incident in г single sub-assembly
was that the core displacement and deformation might be such as to prevent insertion of the control
and shut-off rods. Earlier tests were performed on ductile material typical of unirradiated wrappers, and
it is thought that the use of brittle irradiated wrappers w o u l d not change the previous conclusions. The
properties of the wrappers after irradiaiion and at high strain rates are not yet k n o w n . A t t e m p t s to
produce a simulated l o w ductility material have not been very successful. In order to make use of
presently available expertise and facilities on this topic, it has been decided to perform an exploratory
test on the embrittled rnifd steel material that is presently available. Although embrittled mild steel is
not an ideal simulant, it is intended that the results from experiments using embrittled mild steel sub
assemblies can also be used to test the validity of computer codes. A cluster of sub-assemblies will
surround an incident wrapper in these basically material test experiments. Investigations have been
made of the properties of samples of embrittled material and preparations for the tests are well
advanced.
9.7
9.7J

Nuclear excursion
Reactor

yield

kinetics

A survey of transients using the coupled k i n e t i c s / b o w i n g code CRAFT for the restrained-core
CDFR design has been completed. The overall conclusion is that there is a multi-level degree of redun
dancy in reactor trip protection for the w h o l e range of incidents considered, despite the small positive
contribution to reactivity feedback from b o w i n g . This included incidents in w h i c h the lower restraint
plane gap size w a s increased over the range of design interest and incidents where fuel/clad gap
conductance varied as indicated by FRUMP calculations.
9.7.2

Whole-core

accident

analysis

Further developments of the whole-core accident code have continued and a separate version
of FRAX-4 incorporating all these n o w exists. This includes dynamic modelling of internal fuel motion
prior to pin failure, a facility to study accidents from l o w power and a n e w dynamic boiling model
replacing the previous simple one. In addition, interfaces have been developed to provide automatic
data transfer f r o m FRAX to the post-pin-failure fuel-motion code EPIC and to the multi-phase, m u l t i component fluid dynamics code SIMMER.

A further assessment of the rod w i t h d r a w a l and p u m p r u n d o w n accidents for CDFR has been
made including parameter variation studies using both FRAX (by UKAEA) and SAS/EPIC (by USNRC).
The results of these studies emphasised the importance of pin failure location and of clad rip behaviour.
For the best estimate case for bo.h accidents, the energy release is small ( < 0 5 GJ). The release is also
small for pessimistic assumptions provided the m o t i o n of molten fuel is included. The calculations
also s h o w e d that for the p u m p r u n d o w n accident, MFCI effects are not as significant as once thought
(failures into mid-rated channels w i t h coolant still present are unlikely) and that clad motion effects are
also unimportant.
The UK has continued to participate in EEC activities through membership of the Whole-Core
Accident Codes Group. Contributions to the topics discussed (e.g. design effects, single sub-assembly
faults) have been made. A study of a 0*1 S s~' TOP incident for a core w i t h clean and irradiated fuel
channels has been completed by this group'^with the UK using FRAX-3 and EPIC. All participants'
results (including those of UK) s h o w e d rapid neutronic s h u t d o w n thus substantiating the CDFR study
of the rod w i t h d r a w a l accident.
The W A C group has n o w c o m m e n c e d study of a LOF accident for the same core m o d e l . The
UK is using FRAX-4 (designate) for this^and preliminary results for the boiling and voiding progression
compared t o other participants' codes (e.g. SAS4A) are very encouraging.

A n i m p o r t a n t factor in the calculation of the whole-core accident progression is the fission
product pas contained in the fuel and the mode of transient release of tnis gas.
To assist w i t h tnis assessment of gas release, a series of experiments using the VIPEF. pulse,
reactor i s c o n t i n u i n g . Early experiments indicated the release of large amounts of CO gas which may be
due to c o n t a m i n a t i o n of specimens by carbon during preparation or to other fuel manufacturing or
irradiation processes. The gases evolved from a punctured but otherwise intact irradiated fuel pin
heated t o 8 0 0 ° C have n o w been measured but no significant amounts of CO or H . were obtained from
' the pin d e s p i t e r e p e a t e d heat treatment, although the possibility exists of internal blockage of the hole
by fission product caesium or other material. Tests in VIPER on fuel slices from this pin.with'its circum• *• . ferential cladding intact also produced low gas release. Further w o r k on pins irradiated at Dounreay
an3 in MTR is'.in progress."

9.8
9.8.1

C o n t a i n m e n t loading and response
Containment

9.8.2

Development

of 20

axisymmetric

codes

The development of methods to analyse the threat w h i c h an accident may pos* to the containment has continued, concentrating on SEURBNUK but supplemented by ASTARTE and analytical work
t o establish some of the physical modelling requirements. A n i m p o r t a n t aspect of this analysis has
been the study of roof m o t i o n and the feedback effect this can have on fluid pressure anil hence
damage t o other structures. To enable these effects t o be modelled, the capability of SEURBNUK has
been extended t o incorporate a moving and deformable roof.
9.8.3

Code

npp/ications

Use of fluid dynamics code SEURBNUK t o consider loads arising f r o m HCDA s in the new smaller
tank containment design of CDFR has continued. A t t e m p t s are being made to increase model realism
by including representations of the strongback (core support) and trie ring of pumps and intermediate
heat exchangers.
One-dimensional codes for analysis of loading effects on reactor m o v e m e n t retotive to the holdd o w n system and on shield plug hofd-down to the roof have been developed. More detailed structural
response calculations for the roof made using the EURDYN finite element code predict modest deflections for SEURBNUK gsnerated loadings from a nominal 1 GJ HCDA.
SEURBNUK has also been used to calculate the resDonse of a o n e - t w e n t i e t h scale CFR model
to a simulated HCDA. The code predicts satisfactorily the arrival times of the pressure waves and tne
main features of the measured pressure histories.
9.9

Post-accident heat

removal

During the past year a comprehensive set of data has been brought to completion relating to
dryout in beds of spherical particulate submerged in water at 1 bar. These were obtained from apparatus in w h i c h a bed of c o n d u c t i n g particulate is heated electrically by passing a l o w voltage alternating
current laterally through the b e d .

experiments

The main programme of assessment of the 2 D axisymmetric containment codes ASTARTE and
SEURBNUK against COVA experimental data is c o m p l e t e . To provide confidence in the structural
response capabilities of the codes used in HCDA studies, experiments are n o w being performed to
provide data on the plastic response of simple structures to w e l l - d e f i n e d transient loads. Initially, a
prototype drop-test facility is being used w i t h specimens of strain-rate-independent aluminium and
reactor-grade steel, and a larger rig has been manufactured to a c c o m m o d a t e more complex structures
and to provide faster loading transients.
A short series of experiments (W1NC0N) has investigated the effect of IHXs and pumps on the
c o n t a i n m e n t loadings. In these experiments the 3-dimensional a s y m m e t r i c arrangement of IHXs and
p u m p s had only a modest effect on containment loadings and vessel strains, and loading asymmetries
were not large. SEURBNUK calculations were able to reproduce the main effects of interest suggesting
that these structures can be represented by a resistance t e r m in a 2 D axisymmetric code.
Scoping studies have indicated that the current CDFR roof design is more flexible than previous
'rigid' roof designs leading to significant reductions in fluid-impact loading following an HCDA. Experiments w i t h simple plate models of the reactor roof will be p e r f o r m e d to confirm the conclusions of the
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scoping studies and validate the coding introduced in SEURBNUK t o deal w i t h a moving roof. Future
experiments are foreseen to investigate the loading and structural response of more realistic models
of the reactor roof.

A decision has been taken to proceed w i t h a dielectric heating technique for studies of heated
particulate beds. A suitable I S k W 2 7 MHz RF generator has been purchased and is installed and its
associated Faraday cage is nearing completion. Investigations and trials w i t h suitable temperature
measuring instruments suggest that an infra-red radiation detector w i t h an optical probe should be
acceptable and full trials will be conducted to confirm this w h e n the generator is commissioned.
Work has continued in the derivation of theoretical models to explain the convection and cooling
behaviour of self-heated porous debris beds, and to investigate the possible sintering of the particles
in such beds. The chemical behaviour of simulated irradiated fuel debris in sodium has also been
studied theoretically and experimentally.
9.10

Aerosols

Various m e t h o d s of aerosol generation and measurement have continued to be studied. A n
integrated p r o g r a m m e of aerosol measuring instrument comparisons and code comparisons has been
proposed by the EEC and the UK will participate in this exercise.
Aerosol measurements have been made at Dounreay on a series of large scale sodium burns.
Particle size analysis of the plume was carried out and aqueous solutions obtained for chemical
analysis.

9.11

Missiles

The possible penetration of the vessel by missiles during the course of a core disruptive accident
needs some consideration. Generic experiments applicable t o several reactor types are planned to
study the composite barriers of reinforced concrete, concrete blocks and brickwork faced w i t h miJd
steel sheets. To obtain basic data on the perforation resistance of mild steel sheet alone, a short series
of experiments have been conducted on sheet sieet targets of 1-5 m x 1*5 m size and 6. 12 and 2 5 mm
thick. These have been i m p a c t e d by steel missiles of 1-2 kg and 9-8 kg. It was found necessary to
replace the 1-2 kg missiles w i t h hardened tool steel missiles of similar size and shape w h e n impacting
the 12 m m and 2 5 m m thick steel panels as the mild steel missiles deformed plastically End thereby
absorbed significant fractions of their incident kinetic energy. Results were seen t o be in fair agreement
w i t h the Stanford Research Institute and Ballistics Research Laboratory correlation formulae.

Measurements have been made of the fission rates in 1 4 0 Pu. 3 * ' P u . : < I P u , ; " A m , : , , A m and
C m relative to " * P u in typical fast reactor core and blanket spectra. The capture r;ues in 3 " A m and
1<J
Am, w h i c h lead to the important neutron-emitters " : C m and ' " C m , were also measured. Compari
son w i t h prediction s h o w e d significant discrepancies for the fission-rates in : 4 I P u , ! < ! A m and 3 " C m and
for the capture in 3 < l A m . The discrepancies tended to increase in the relatively low-energy neutron
spectra of the fertile region, suggesting errors in the energy-dependence of the cross-section data used.
The half-life of plutonium is a starting-point in many cross-section determinations. A comprehensive
evaluation of all published literature on the subject by Harwell staff is under way. First indications are
that the accepted value may be 1 % too high.
:M
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investigation

of pinlplate

reactivity

discrepancies

Zebra is currently engaged on the CADENZA programme (Compact Assembly Diagnostic Experi
ments in Zebra), the principal aim being to investigate an overprediction of the reactivity of pingeometry relative to the plate-geometry lattices revealed by the BIZET programme: much of the experi
mental data available w o r l d w i d e relate to plate-geometry experiments, whilst actual reactors use pins.

During 1ЭВ1 the 1 3 6 Mev electron accelerator at Harwell was brought into service and
extended running up to beam powers of 2 0 kW. W o r k has been proceeding on the commissioning of
the beam lines t o the various targets, and routine experimental operation has justed started.

The first phase of the programme, w i t h small pin and plate assemblies having compositions
typical of the outer core of PFR, has been completed, confirming a discrepancy between calculation and
experiment of about 1 % in reactivity. The next phase will compare the properties of the t w o geometries
w i t h higher neutron leakage, as this is thought to play a key role.

Measurements have been made of the neutron output of three sarr p'es of unirradiated fuel. The
results show that impurities in the fuel are not a significant source of (a. n) neutrons and suggest some
minor modification to the FISPIN data Libraries.

Possible reasons for the discrepancy between calculated Zebra pin and plate eel) reactivities
have been explored theoretically using the Monte Carlo code MONK, w h i c h showed that onedimensional modelling caused plate cell reactivity to be underestimated by about 0-4%.

The fission chamber designed for use in ;he comparison of flux density measurements organised
by tne Eureau International des Poids e: Mesures has now been built and satisfactorily tested.

10.2.2

Evaluations of r e and : 3 I U have been selected for inclusion in the proposed European Nuclear
Data Library. Studies of tne neutron data on : n U in the resolved and unresolved energy ranges, which
are of particular importance t o the fas: reactor, have been continued. A new technique has been
developed w h i c h should enable improved resonance region data to be provided for fast reactor
calculations.
New measurements of decay power from : 3 : U and :3S Pu 1 0 - 2 0 hours after irradiation in ZEBRA
have been made. It is hoped that these will reduce the remaining uncertainties in the new fission
product data libraries produced recently.
A trial version of a combined fast and thermal reactor cross section library is being tested. It was
compiled f r o m the standard libraries (FD5 and W1MS) used in routine fast and thermal reactor physics
calculations.
10.1.2

Chemical

nuclear

data

and integral

data

studies

The effect of changing the fast neutron spectrum on fission yield has been investigated by
irradiaxing 16 samples each of : 3 i U , 23b U and : 3 9 Pu in ZE3RA at W i n f r i t h . The yields of aoproximately
2 5 fission products were measured by у counting. A report is shortly to be published at Harwell giving
the final assessment of the 12 fission yield curves collected over the last four years.
A review of experimental results from Irradiation of typical fast reactor core structural steels
shows that activities can n o w be calculated within an uncertainty of just below 1 0 % И sd). The result
ing error in calculated primary coolant circuit activities is acceptably small because of the larger errors
in corrosion rates and steel
compositions.

international

collaboration

Because of the w i d e interest in the pin/plate reactivity discrepancy, stemming from the use of
plate-geometry in zero-power fas; reactors in the USA, in Japan and in the Franco-German experi
ments, ihe Zebra lattice has been adopted for an international comparison of zero-energy reactor
heterogeneity calculations. This has been arranged by the NEA Committee on Reactor Physics.
10.2.3

Analysis

of Zebra

experiments

Analysis of the BIZET heterogeneous core experiments has continued using calcufationaJ
methods closely similar to those presently recommended for CDFR performance predictions. These
are based on diffusion-theory models allowing for the fine structure in the Zebra cells, with some trans
port theory checking. Corrections were made to allow for preferential streaming of neutrons along the
dilute sodium regions of the cells. The main conclusions are that most of the^ major design parameters
are correctly calculated for heterogeneous cores, though for damage flux and local : 3 I U fission rates
transport theory is necessary. The enhanced power level sensitivity t o local reactivity perturbations is
properly predicted.
10.3
10.3.1

Methods
COSMOS

development
modular

code

scheme

In support of Quality Assurance, the number of programs in the COSMOS Reference Set has
been expanded and the set is now maintained on both the Risley ICL 2 9 8 2 and the Winfrith ICL 2 9 7 6 .
The lessons fearnt in constructing the Reference Set for core and blanket physics probler s are now
being applied to the construction of a Reference Set for shielding programs.

The COSMOS Databank Integrity Procedure (CODIP) designed for use on the new generation of
computers is now being operationally tested in a pilot scheme.
The principal two- and three-dimensional options of the MARC-PN transport theory code are
now working in the COSMOS scheme, as is the irradiated material activity code FlSPIN.
10.3.2

Sub-assembly

wrapper

damage and

bow

A calculatianal route has now been set up within COSMOS for predicting irradiation-induced
core distortions for PFR core-following: any reload operation can now be followed. The route uses the
core restraint program CRAMP and is currently being tested with some wnole-core calculations on the
Risley ICL 2982. prior to handing over to the PFR operators. The corresponding route for load planning
is in preparation.

PFR sub-assembly. Studies of the shielding requirements showed that for transport of the samples,
I 50 mm of polythene plus 60 mm of hardwood would be needed as a shield against the neutrons. The
gamma radiation would be shielded by 6 mm of lead in addition to the steel liners of the design.
10.5.2

Shielding

of transport

flask

Preliminary calculations have been performed for the current design of a possible CFR flask
which holds 7 spent sub-assemblies. The results indicate that the dose rates at the surface of the flask
are well within the ICRP limits. The neutron shielding is mainly provided by a layer of water-extended
polyester, and loss of this layer in an accident would increase the surface dose rate by a factor of
about JO.
70.5.3 The FENDER

code

1 0 . 4 N e u t r o n i c calculations for CDFR
70.4.1

Heterogeneous

CDFR

designs

A standard heterogeneous core design, developed to provide a fall-back to cover certain safety
eventualities, was described in the previous report. The control rod worths for this design have been
calculated and found to be adequate. Fuel management calculations have also been made for the
design, using the CRACKLE code. They suggest that no special problems arise when refuelling, and
that the breeding gain indication is consistent with the more elaborate 'point-in-time' calculation at
0-27. compared with a similarly consistent 0-22 for the homogeneous design. The exercise has also
shown that the flatter burn-up reactivity characteristic of the core may obviate the need for extra
reactivity absorbers at the start of reactor life. Fuel fabricalion and reprocessing costs for the two
designs were found to be comparable.

Following the preliminary investigation of the new finite-element code FENDER, described in the
previous report, its use has been demonstrated for the acceleration of Monte Carlo by furnishing adjoint
solutions of the "adjusted" diffusion equations in two-dimensional irregular geometries comprising
networks of irregular triangles. In order to utilise these approximate importance functions, a new
Monte Carlo code FEDRAN has been written which tracks particles within the same finite-element
mesh. Since each triangle has an importance already provided by a direct link to FENDER, the Monte
Carlo stage is accelerated automatically. It is planned to extend the geometric capability of the linked
code FENDER/FEDRAN to three dimensions during the coming year and to apply the existing 2D version
to the PFR shielding measurements.
1 0 . 6 Engineering analyses
70.6"./

10.4.Z

Reactor

The ANTHEA

A survey of transients using the coupled kinetics/bowing code CRAFT for the restrained core
CDFR design has been completed. The overall conclusion is that there is a multi-level degree of redundancy in reactor trip protection for the whole range of incidents considered despite the small positive
contribution to reactivity feedback due to bowing. This included incidents in'which the lower restraint
plane gap size was increased over the range of design interest, and incidents where fuel/clad conductance varied as indicated by FRUMP calculations.

The computer code ANTHEA carries out a complete thermal hydraulic transient calculation to
model the performance of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger of the style being developed for the commercial fast reactor. The basic flow and heat transfer equations are solved by finite difference methods
for an axisymmetric model. Extensive checks have been carried out against experimental rig and plant
data. The code is being used to optimise the shell side flow patterns for best performance and to
examine the thermal response of the structural components to possible plant upset conditions.
7 0.6.2 Thermal

10.4.3

Variation

code

kinetics

of fast reactor

breeding

with feed plutonium

hydraulics

of distorted

fuel

sub-assemblies

Quality

It has been proposed to reduce the uranium demand of PWR stations by extending the fuel
irradiation from 30.000 MWD/t on discharge to 50.000 WiWD/t. This reduces tne rate at which
Plutonium is produced, and also impairs its isotopic quality, so that the rate at which plutonium-fed
breeder reactors can penetrate the system is reduced. Studies have been made of the Plutonium
quality effect, indicating that there is a very small increase in inventory requirement and a deterioration
in breeding gain of order 0-01. leading to an overall worsening in doubling time by about 5%.

A computer code ('DISCO') has been written to provide comprehensive modelling of the interactive effects of irradiation induced distortions of pins, grids and wrappers and their consequences for
flow and clad temperature. Complete sections of the code treat transverse coolant flows and wraooer
wall distortions: others are under development. Papers on the topic have been submitted to the 6th
SMIRT Conference in Paris and an International Association for Hydraulics Research committee in the
US.
10.6.3

Primary

circuit

hydraulic

modelling

1 0 . 5 Energy d e p o s i t i o n a n d shielding
10.5.1

PFR sample

shielding

Shielding and criticality calculations have been performed for samples of higher actinides to be
sent from the USA for experiments in PFR. The samples are of about 3 g in weight, and are of J " C m ,
" ' A m and a mixed sample of these two nuclides with representative fission product elements. The
neutron activity from the curium sample is particularly high, comparable with that from an irradiated

A programme of work at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories is being carried out aimed at improving
the fundamental understanding o! the modelling laws for the prediction of thermal conditions in the
primary circuit of the reactor during transient fault conditions. The programme has involved experiments to assess the extent of buoyancy influence on the flows in the pools of the reactor and an
examination of the similarity between the diffusion of heat in recirculating sodium and water flows.
Experimental work concerned with both aspects is complete and the analysis of Ihe data is well
advanced. The results from the work are being used to develop improved physical models for the
thermohydraulics of. pool flows.

10.7 Economic and strategic assessment of g e n e r a t i n g s y s t e m s
10.7.1

International

trade in spent

fuel

It is possible that future world fast breeder development will occur firs; in the developed
countries, so tha't (ess developed areas mighf accumulate pluronium-bearing spent fueJ which they do
not immediately require. This couid therefore be traded with the developed countries, particularly if
the latter accelerated their breeder programmes. Studies of such an enhancement of the UK nuclear
programme conclude that if thermal reactor deployment is held at 20 GWe from the year 2000 on. and
the total nuclear sector rises to 100 GWe over the next three decades, then an average import rate of
? 0 0 t of spent fuel could be sustained each year, containing about 4y t of fissile plutonium. The UK
need for imported uranium would drop as a result from around 150 kt over the period ю 90 kt. The
economics depend on the uranium price. If it rises only to about S 120/tb U3 0 , by 2030. the UK would
require payment to accept the fuel: it could begin to pay for it at about double this price.
10.7.2

Radioactive

waste arising in breeder

programmes

In all power programmes a variety of radioactive waste materials is produced, principally the
active liquid wastes from wet chemical processes and the metallic scrap arising from fuel element dis
mantling. The ENVIROCOUNT code has been developed to assess these wastes in detail on a year-byyear basis for different power programmes, and has been used to compare notional all-thermal and
thermal-fast strategies. The differences in waste activity levels between the strategies is not large
enough to be of great significance, the only noticeable difference being the large volume-of highly
active raffinate from breeder fuel processing if a short cooling time is used.
1 0 . 8 Control a n d d y n a m i c s
The plant models referred to in the previous report have been validated in a number of respects
by comparison with operational transients on PFR and other reactors. Among these have been
secondary sodium pump rundown and variation in the steam drum water level, whose control stability
has been investigated. A turbine model has also been produced to assess part-load operational
problems.
1 0 . 9 N e u t r o n flux i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n
A number of irradiation trials have been completed on potentially suitable Tilling gases for ionisation chambers to be used in the Campbell-mode instrumentation referred to in the last annual report.
The use of this type of instrumentation for the new AGRs has encouraged work on cable development
which has led to the resolution of the small-pulse breakdown phenomenon. Considerable progress
has now been made on the improvement of manufacturing techniques for high temperature low-noise
instrument cables. Good progress has also been made on the development of radislion-hardened
plastic cables for use with high sensitivity neutron detectors.
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Fig 2

CDFR Reactor Arrangement
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